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Susan Abulhawa

Against The Loveless World (Aug. 2020)

Against

the

Loveless

World

follows

the

story

of

Nahr

from

her

beginnings in Kuwait as the daughter of Palestinian refugees to her
transformative love affair with her homeland, Palestine, and a man
dedicated
resourceful

to

its

liberation.

narrator,

Nahr

A

tells

beautiful,
her

story

damaged
from

and

The

brilliantly

Cube,

a

fully-

automated solitary confinement cell in Israel. We are pulled through the
narrative by a burning desire to know how Nahr, a woman so full of
love, grace and curiosity, could have ended up labeled a "whore" and a
"terrorist"--and in such a soulless place designed to strip its occupants of
their humanity.

A riveting read, Against the Loveless World is at once an intimate,
heart-breaking

portrait

of

one

woman’s

life

and

a

deeply

political,

revolutionary, feminist book that speaks to many contemporary issues.

Rights Sold
North America | Atria Publishing Group 2020
Bloomsbury| UK • Diana Verlag | Germany • Feltrinelli | Italy • Aschehoug | Norway •
Norstedts | Sweden
Audio | Bloomsbury UK

The Blue Between Sky and Water (Sep. 2015)

“A family saga with global reach, these stories of fortune
tellers, fighters, little girls and old women, jump off the
page and into the soul and reach far beyond any headline
or statistic, past the head, to the heart.”
—Laleh

Khadivi,

author

of

THE

AGE

OF

ORPHANS and THE WALKING

In the small Palestinian village of Beit Daras, the women of th e Baraka family inspire awe. However,
when the family is forced out of their ancestral home by the newly formed State of Israel, only
Nazmiyeh and her brother survive the long road to Gaza. The Blue Between Sky and Water is a story
of flawed yet profoundly courageous women, separation, endurance and renewal.
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Rights Sold
North America | Bloomsbury 2015
Bloomsbury UK | UK • Bertrand Brasil | Brazil • Planeta Mexicana | Central & South America •
Albatros | Czech Republic • Jensen & Dalgaard | Denmark • Kikajus Pegasus | Estonia • Like |
Finland • Denoël | France • Libri Könyvkiadó | Hungary • PT Mizan Pustaka | Indonesia •
Feltrinelli | Italy • Bloomsbury Qatar | Arabic • De Geus | Netherlands • Aschehoug | Norway •
Swiat Ksiazki | Poland • SC Editura Polirom | Romania • Kailas Editorial | Spain • Norstedts |
Sweden • New Century Publishing | Taiwan • Koridor Yayincilik | Turkey

Mornings in Jenin (Feb. 2010)
“Every now and again a literary work changes the way people
think.

Abulhawa...has

crafted

a

brilliant

first

novel

about

Palestine... [This] intensely beautiful fictionalized history...
should be read by both politicians and those interested in
contemporary politics.” —Library Journal

Mornings in Jenin is a multi-generational story about a Palestinian family. Forcibly removed from
Ein Hod by the newly formed state of Israel in 1948, the Abulhejos are displaced to live in the Jenin
refugee camp. We follow the Abulhejo family as they live through a half century of violent history.
Amidst the loss and fear, hatred and pain, as their tents are replaced by more forebodingly permanent
cinderblock huts, there is always the waiting, waiting to return to a lost home.
A deeply human story of history, identity, friendship, love, terrorism, surrender, courage, and hope,
Mornings in Jenin has been sold in 28 countries.

Rights Sold
North America | Bloomsbury 2010
Bloomsbury UK | UK • Bertrand Brasil | Brazil • Planeta Mexicana | Central & South America •
Albatros | Czech Republic • Jensen & Dalgaard | Denmark • Kikajus Pegasus | Estonia • Like |
Finland • Denoël | France • Libri Könyvkiadó | Hungary • PT Mizan Pustaka | Indonesia •
Feltrinelli | Italy • Bloomsbury Qatar | Arabic • De Geus | Netherlands • Aschehoug | Norway •
Swiat Ksiazki | Poland • SC Editura Polirom | Romania • Kailas Editorial | Spain • Norstedts |
Sweden • New Century Publishing | Taiwan • Koridor Yayincilik | Turkey
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About the Author
Susan Abulhawa was born to Palestinian refugees of the 1967
war. Currently living in Pennsylvania with her daughter, she is a
human rights activist and frequent political commentator. Susan
is the founder of Playgrounds for Palestine, an organization
dedicated to upholding Palestinian children's right to play, even
under occupation, and in refugee camps abroad. As a speaker,
she is involved in the campaign for Boycott, Divestment, and
Sanctions and for Al Awda, the Right to Return coalition.
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Aamina Ahmad
The Walled City (Fall 2021)
Inspector Jamshed is sent to the labyrinthine streets of Lahore’s walled city to cover up the chilling
murder of a child prostitute, a murder in which his father Wajid, a powerful political figure, may be
implicated. The task upends Jamshed’s orderly life by sending him back ‘home’ to the red light district
of Lahore where he was born, the offspring of a prostitute, and from which his father took him as a boy,
thereby giving him a chance at a respectable life. Now though, assailed by a jumble of memories, and
appalled by the viciousness of the crime, he's suddenly aware of everything he’s lost. Should he stop
hiding his disreputable history and search for the mother and sister he hasn’t seen since childhood--even
if it means risking everything? And should he defy his powerful father, to whom he owes his current
‘respectable’ existence, and proceed with the investigation of the little girl’s murder? Combining the
suspense of a Patricia Highsmith novel with the epic scope of Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko or Vikram
Chandra’s Sacred Games and told from the points of view of several complex characters, The Walled
City takes us deep into the heart of one of Lahore’s ancient and mysterious communities.

Rights Sold
North America | Riverhead Books 2021
Hachette UK | UK • Westland | India

About the Author
Aamina Ahmad grew up in London. She holds an MFA in
fiction from the Iowa Writers' Workshop and received a
Stegner Fellowship from Stanford University. Her short
fiction has appeared in One Story, The Southern Review,
The Normal School, The Missouri Review, Ecotone and the
anthology,

And

the

World

Changed.

Her

play,

The

Dishonored, was produced by Kali and toured the UK in
2016. In addition to the Stegner, she has been a recipient of
the Peden Prize and a Rona Jaffe Writer’s Award.
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Nawaaz Ahmed
Sing Like a Bird (Spring 2021)
A sweeping debut novel about the Muslim-American experience and the fraught relationship between
two Indian immigrant sisters, Seema and Tahera: one a secular lesbian and one a devout Muslim. Set in
San Francisco against the backdrop of the 2008 elections and its aftermath, Sings Like A Bird tells the
story

of

one

family

and

at

the

same

time

captures

a

country

at

the

crossroads,

an

America

simultaneously electrified by its first black president and fracturing under several ideological stresses.
Probing into the charged interactions between its characters, the book asks what it means to believe—in
god and in literature, in justice and in politics, in family and in love--and by giving voice to the aging
and the young, the straight and the gay, the secular and the religious, the brown and the black and the
white—the book examines how it feels to live in America with the mix of promise, hope, resentment
and disappointment that even our best leaders and thinkers at most offer.

Like Fatimah Mirza’s A Place For Us, this is a novel that takes us inside one Muslim Indian immigrant
family, the members of which we come to understand intimately and ache for, but it is also, like
Rohinton Mistry’s masterpiece A Fine Balance or Rebecca Makkai's The Great Believers, a propulsive,
devastating emotional roller coaster of a read that burrows into its characters while helping us to see
anew and appreciate the terrible, complicated beauty of our country and our world. With this debut
Nawaaz Ahmed is sure to join the ranks of our most important novelists, those who aren’t afraid to
grapple with the biggest questions—about love, family, art and politics, which the best of literature
helps us do.

Rights Sold
World English excluding India & Audio | Counterpoint 2021

About the Author
Nawaaz Ahmed is a transplant from Tamil Nadu, India. He has
been

invited

to

Macdowell,

Yaddo,

Djerassi,

and

VCCA

residencies and was a Breadloaf waiter. He’s also a Kundiman
and Lambda Literary Fellow. His fiction has appeared in the
Sonora Review, and performed at the Sterling Music Room. He
currently lives in Brooklyn.
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Aarif Anwar

The Storm (May 2018)
“A remarkable debut, in which fiction vividly portrays specific
events in history.” —Booklist, starred review

"Much of the charm and power of The Storm lies in negotiating
this

push

magical

and
and

pull

between

the

hero

the

mundane—and

and

Anwar

the

trickster,

has

the

handled

it

beautifully.” —The New York Times Book Review

Shahryar, a recent PhD graduate and father of nine-year-old Anna, must leave the US when his visa
expires. In their last remaining weeks together, we learn Shahryar’s history, beginning in a village on
the Bay of Bengal, where a poor fisherman and his wife are preparing to face a storm of historic
proportions. That story intersects with those of a Japanese pilot, a British doctor stationed in Burma
during World War II, and a privileged couple in Calcutta who leaves everything behind to move to East
Pakistan following the Partition of India. Inspired by the 1970 Bhola cyclone, in which half a millionpeople perished overnight, the structure of this riveting novel mimics the storm itself. Building to a
series of revelatory and moving climaxes, The Storm shows the many ways in which families love,
betray, honor, and sacrifice for one another.

Rights Sold
US | Atria Publishing Group 2018
HarperCollins | Canada • Limos Kitap | Turkey • Aleph Books | India • SEM | Italy • Wagenbach |
Germany • Jiangsu Chunyu Education Group | Complex Chinese

About the Author
Arif Anwar was born in Chittagong, Bangladesh, just miles from
the Bay of Bengal. He has previously worked for BRAC, one of
the world's largest non-governmental organizations, on issues of
poverty alleviation, and for UNICEF Myanmar for public health
issues. Arif has a PhD in Education from the University of
Toronto. He lives in Toronto Canada, with his wife Si (Sandra)
Lian.
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Gretchen Archer
The Davis Way Crime Caper Series
Davis Way lands a job on an elite security team at the fabulous
Bellissimo

Resort

and

Casino

in

Biloxi,

Mississippi.

In

these

outrageously hilarious capers, she finds trouble galore, but she’s
one resourceful lady and readers love turning the pages to find out
how she solves the mysteries she stumbles across.

There are nine books in the Davis Way Crime Caper Series:

Double Whammy • Double Dip • Double Strike • Double Mint •
Double Knot • Double Up • Double Dog • Double Agent •
Double Trouble

Rights Sold
North America | Henery Press
Audio | Audible/Tantor

About the Author
Gretchen Archer is a USA Today Bestselling Author and a
Tennessee

housewife

who

began

writing

when

her

daughters, seeking higher education, ran off and left her.
She lives on Lookout Mountain with her husband, son, and
Yorkie named Bentley. Double Whammy, her first Davis
Way

Crime

Caper,

was

a

Daphne

du

Maurier

Award

finalist.
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Kristen Arnett
With Foxes (Spring 2022)
The collection highlights all of Kristen’s strengths; she has such an ability to capture simple yet
intimate moments of everyday life but still imbue then with a tangible energy. And the entirely
visceral quality of her writing comes striking through. In this collection, Kristen focuses on queer
women in the domestic sphere, with a few veering into the fantastical. In these stories, a woman's
parrot continues to mimic her ex girlfriend's voice during sex, a mother searches for her daughters as
they play a deathly game, a girl and her friend find a book that allows them to write whatever they
want into existence. As a whole, With Foxes is a powerful examination of what it means to be a queer
woman - in Florida, naturally, but the emotions Kristen explores are universal.

Most of the stories have already been published. "Setting Up Your Voicemail Greeting" was first
published at Gulf Coast Journal, "The Graveyard Game" was published at Guernica, and "Cut Out of
the Belly" was in the Portland Review.

Rights Sold
North America | Riverhead Books 2022

With Teeth (Spring 2021)
Samandra (Sammie) Lucas is a stay-at-home mother who finds her life increasingly complicated by
the unsettling and terrifying behavior of her son, Samson. Her wife, Monika, works longer and longer
hours as the household deteriorates, refusing to see anything outside of the perfect queer family.
Sammie, unused to motherhood and unsure if it's even something she ever wanted, begins engaging in
problematic coping mechanisms in order to get through the long days: affairs, voyeurism, and
eventually violence. As Samson grows, so do the problems between them, widening the rift in Sammie
and Monika's relationship. When a teenaged Samson commits a heinous act in their home, Sammie
must make a decision that will affect not only her son's life, but ultimately the trajectory of her own.

In the vein of Lionel Shriver's We Need to Talk about Kevin and Baby Teeth by Zoje Stage, With
Teeth is about the dynamics within a queer Florida household, specifically between a mother and her
son, and the ways in which families can gaslight each other.

Rights Sold
North America | Riverhead Books 2021
Brazil | HarperCollins Brazil
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Mostly Dead Things (Jun. 2019)
New York Times Bestseller
Lamda Literary Award Finalist
"Set in a richly rendered Florida and filled with delightfully wry
prose and bracing honesty, Arnett’s novel introduces a keenly skillful
author with imagination and insight to spare.” —Publishers
Weekly

"It's darkly funny, both macabre and irreverent, and its narrator is so
real that every time I stopped reading the book, I felt a tiny pull at
the back of my mind, as if I'd left a good friend in the middle of a
conversation.” —NPR

One morning, Jessa-Lynn Morton walks into the family taxidermy shop to find that her father has
committed suicide. Shocked and grieving, Jessa steps up to manage the business, while the rest of the
Morton family crumbles: her mother starts sneaking into the shop to make aggressively lewd art with the
taxidermied animals, her brother Milo withdraws, and Brynn, Milo’s wife and the only person Jessa’s
ever been in love with, walks out without a word.Jessa struggles to salvage the failing taxidermy shop,
seeking out less-than-legal ways of generating income, all the while clashing with her mother and
brother. A complex exploration of intimacy, sexuality and forgiveness, The New York Times best-selling
Mostly Dead Things is a gritty family story rooted in Florida, complete with gators, oppressive heat,
and dead animals. A media phenomenon, this extraordinary debut trended on Twitter and appeared in
many summer book lists.

Rights Sold
North America | Tin House 2019
UK | Corsair Books • Brazil | HarperCollins Brazil
Film/TV Rights | Optioned (Contact: Gersh Agency/Alice Lawson & Hannah Vaughn)

About the Author
Kristen Arnett is a queer fiction and essay writer who has held
fellowships at Tin House, Kenyon Review, and Lambda Literary
Foundation.

A

recipient

of

the

Ninth

Letter's

2015

Literary

Award in Fiction, she has been published in North American
Review, The Normal School, Gulf Coast, Electric Literature,
Literary Hub, Volume 1 Brooklyn, OSU's The Journal, Catapult,
Buzzfeed, Bennington Review, Portland Review, Grist Journal,
Tin House Flash Fridays/The Guardian, Salon, The Rumpus, and
elsewhere.

Her

debut

story

collection,

Felt

in

the

Jaw,

was

published by Split Lip Press in September 2017.
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Laura Bogart
Don't You Know I Love You (Mar. 2020)
The last place Angelina Moltisanti ever wants to go is home. She
barely escaped life under the roof, and the thumb, of her violent
but charismatic father, Jack. Yet home is exactly where she ends
up after an SUV plows into her car just weeks after she graduates
from college, fracturing her wrist and her hopes to start a career as
an artist.

Angelina

finds

herself

smothered

in

a

plaster

cast,

in

Jack's

obsessive urge to get her a giant accident settlement, in her mother
Marie's desperation to have a second chance, and in her own stifled
creativity - until she meets Janet, another young artist who inspires
her to push herself into making the dynamic, unsettling work that
tells the story of her scars, inside and out. But excavating this
damage, as relations with her father become increasingly tense,
will push Angelina into making a hard choice: will she embrace
her father's all-consuming and empowering rage, or find another
kind of strength?

Rights Sold
World English | Dzanc Books 2020

About the Author
Laura

Bogart

is

a

featured

writer

at

The

Week

and

a

contributing editor to DAME magazine. She was a featured
writer at Salon, where her essays about body image, dating,
politics, and violence went viral - her pieces were regularly
recognized
culture,

as

Editor's

Choice.

often

through

the

She

has

perspective

written

of

about

gender,

for

pop
The

Atlantic, The Guardian, SPIN, The Rumpus, Vulture, Roger
Ebert,

The

AV

Club,

and

Refinery

29

(among

other

publications). She has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize
and received the Grace Paley Fellowship from the Juniper
Institute at UMass Amherst. Laura has been interviewed about
body size and pop culture for NPR outlets
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Jean Chen Ho
Fiona and Jane (Spring 2022)
Fiona and Jane follows the ebb and flow of friendship between two Chinese American women, from
their teenage years into adulthood. Set between Los Angeles, New York City, and Taipei, Fiona and
Jane deftly examines the ordinary triumphs and catastrophes of contemporary Asian American women's
lives—in gorgeous prose that perfectly captures the nuances of being young brown and female in
present day America.Ho beautifully probes the essence of female friendship, how friends are able to
simultaneously share distance and intimacy, in a way that is achingly familiar.

While Fiona and Jane is firmly based in a world where being Asian American still means being
‘other,’ the biggest challenges these characters face are the insecurities of young adulthood and the
tensions that arise as they explore their sexuality and relationships with lovers, family and friends. For
fans of Danielle Evans, Jenny Zhang and Zadie Smith, Fiona and Jane is the stunning debut that will
establish Jean Ho as a fierce new literary talent.

Rights Sold
World English | Viking Books 2021

About the Author
Born in Taiwan, Jean Chen Ho is a Los Angeles-based writer.
She is a doctoral candidate in Creative Writing and Literature
at

the

University

of

Southern

California,

where

she

is

a

Dornsife Fellow in fiction. Her writing has been published in
Guernica, The

Rumpus,

The

Offing,

Apogee,

McSweeney's

Internet Tendency, VIDA, NPR, Buzzfeed, Bitch Magazine, and
others. Jean has received scholarships from Kundiman, the Tin
House Workshop, Napa Valley Writers Conference, Squaw
Valley Community of Writers, and Bread Loaf. She has been
awarded

residencies

to

the

MacDowell

Colony,

Vermont

Studio Center, and the Mastheads. She is a 2019-20 W.M.
Keck and George & Arlene Cheng Research Fellow at the
Huntington
project

on

Library,
gender

where

and

she

racial

is

working

violence

in

on

an

archival

19th-century

Los

Angeles Chinatown. Jean is a board member at Kaya Press, an
independent publisher of experimental writing from the Asian
Pacific Islander diaspora.
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C.A. Davids

How to Be a Revolutionary (Fall 2021)

How to be a Revolutionary spans contemporary Shanghai, late Apartheid-era South Africa, and
Langston Hughes’ 1950s Harlem to explore the lives of three characters, each struggling against
injustice and a hidden past.

Fleeing her unhappy marriage in Johannesberg, Beth has accepted a diplomatic posting to Shanghai. In
this anonymous city she hopes to lose herself in books, wine and solitude, and dodge whatever pangs of
conscience she might feel for her continued loyalty to a South African regime that has so thoroughly
betrayed its promises. Then Beth strikes up an unlikely friendship with her upstairs neighbor, Zhao
who, just as she’s beginning to trust him, suddenly disappears. And each morning a new chunk of
typewritten manuscript appears on the other side of Beth’s mail slot. As Beth reels from the gradual
understanding of what she holds--Zhao’s secret history, inextricably wound up with his country’s--she
must reckon with the long shadow of her own past, and somehow find the courage to redeem it.

Interwoven with the story of Beth and Zhao’s friendship are the story of a poor, colored teenager whose
decision to join the anti-Apartheid struggle in Cape Town in 1989 will have far-reaching consequences
for the woman--Beth--that she will become; Zhao’s lifelong quest to uncover the truth behind his
mother’s

mysterious

disappearance

during

China’s

Great

Leap

Forward;

and

Langston

Hughes’

confessional letters from Harlem to a South African protege about the poet’s time in Shanghai. A
nuanced, daring and heartbreaking exploration of what it means to be human, and what we owe our
countries and ourselves, How to be a Revolutionary marks the arrival of a provocative and indelible
new voice.

Rights Sold
World English | Verso 2021
PRH South Africa | South Africa

About the Author
C.A. Davids has lived in Switzerland, the United States and
Shanghai, China and now resides on the edge of District Six in
Cape Town with her husband and two children. How to be a
Revolutionary will be her U.S. debut, though her first novel
The Blacks of Cape Town was published to rave reviews in
South Africa and nominated for the Edinburgh First Book
Award.
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Patricia Engel
Chronicle of this World (Spring 2022)
In Chronicle of this World, a collection of nine powerful and emotionally gripping short stories set
across the Americas and thematically linked by migration, sacrifice, and moral compromise, Patricia
Engel showcases characters from across the vast spectrum of Latin American immigration, and
confronts, like no other author, the myriad challenges of exile and diaspora. Works from this
collection have been honored and anthologized in the Best American Short Stories 2017, the Best
American Mystery Stories 2014, and the O. Henry Prize Stories 2019, and published in A Public
Space, Harvard Review, Kenyon Review, The Sun, and elsewhere.

Rights Sold
North America | Avid Reader Press 2022

Infinite Country (Feb. 2021)
At

the

dawn

of

the

new

millennium,

Colombia

is

a

country

devastated by half a century of violence. Elena and Mauro are
teenagers when they meet, their blooming love an antidote to the
mounting uncertainty of life in Bogotá. Once their first daughter is
born, and facing grim economic prospects, they set their sights on
the United States.

They travel to Houston and send earnings back to Elena’s mother,
all the while weighing whether to risk overstaying their tourist visas
or to return to Bogotá. As their family expands, and they move
again and again, their decision to ignore their exit dates plunges the
young family into the precariousness of undocumented status, the
threat of discovery menacing a life already strained. When Mauro is
deported,

Elena,

now

tasked

with

caring

for

their

three

small

children, makes a difficult choice that will ease her burdens but
splinter the family even further.

Rich with Bogotá urban life, steeped in Andean myth, and tense
with the daily reality for the undocumented in America, Infinite
Country is the story of two countries and one mixed-status family
—for whom every triumph is stitched with regret and every dream
pursued bears the weight of a dream deferred.

Rights Sold
North America | Avid Reader Press 2021
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About the Author
Patricia Engel was born to Colombian parents and raised in
New Jersey. Her work has appeared in The Atlantic, Boston
Review, and Guernica, among other publications. A recipient of
the 2019 Guggenheim Fellowship, she has received the Boston
Review Fiction Prize, as well as fellowships from the Bread
Loaf Writers’ Conference, Key West Literary Seminar, and
Norman Mailer Writer’s Colony. Patricia lives between Miami
and New York.
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Debra Landwehr Engle

Twenty (Jan. 2020)

“Twenty reminds us to live with our hearts wide open even
when they’ve been broken, and how to love even when it
hurts.” —Julie Cantrell, The New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author of PERENNIALS

“Impressive and surprising. In less than two hundred pages,
the author delivers a thought-provoking story about what it
means both to live and die… a great pick for book groups.”
—Booklist

Meg’s life is too filled with loss for her to remember what magic feels like. After the passing of her
mother, she remembers a bottle of mysterious pills, given to her years ago by an empathetic doctor.
He promised that they would offer her mother a quick, painless death in exactly twenty days. Though
her mother never needed them, Meg does. Something strange happens after she swallows the green
pearls.

Now that she’s decided to leave this world, Meg is rediscovering the joy in it. She sheds everything
she no longer needs—possessions, regrets, guilt—and reconnects with those she cares for. Finally
confronting the depth of her grief, she’s learning that love runs deeper still. But is it too late to choose
to stay? Defiantly uplifting, Twenty is a warm and unforgettable novel—a reminder that hope finds a
way to bloom, if we let it.

Rights Sold
World English & Audio | Kensington Books 2020

About the Author
Debra Landwehr Engle grew up in Des Moines, Iowa, and now lives
in rural Winterset, Iowa. Her book, The Only Little Prayer You Need:
The Shortest Route to a Life of Joy, Abundance and Peace of Mind,
was published in 2014 and featured a foreword by the Dalai Lama.
Deb teaches classes in “A Course in Miracles” and writes a blog
called

"Everyday

Miracles"

at

patheos.com.

She

also

teaches

workshops that use journaling and writing as tools for self-discovery,
as well as one-on-one and small-group sessions on creativity, writing,
manuscript

development

and

life

skills.

Through

her

company,

GoldenTree Communications, she provides mentoring and publishing
services to fellow writers.
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Danielle Evans

Look Back at It (Fall 2022)

Look Back at It, the long-awaited novel by the beloved PEN / Robert W. Bingham Prize winner, is
about celebrity, performance, the politics and theatrics of celebrating and grieving black women, the
distance between the nineties and the present, the shifting landscape of fame, and the price of
becoming yourself.

In the summer of 2019, with her fortieth birthday and the twentieth anniversary of her debut solo
album on the horizon, Aida, once the world’s best known black pop star, is working on a documentary
to celebrate her career highlights while staying a step ahead of her fear of being called irrelevant. Aida
has maintained an enormous and loyal fan base, and developed a reputation for being able to level up
and reinvent herself whenever people think she has peaked. While her cheekily titled “Look Back at
It” documentary is meant to be lighthearted and showcase a woman still at the top of her game, the
summer presents a series of more urgent complications.

Rights Sold
North America | Riverhead Books 2022

The Office of Historical Corrections (Nov. 2020)
“Danielle Evans is a stone-cold genius, in possession of both
a merciless eye and a merciful heart. And she keeps getting
better.” —Rebecca Makkai, National Book Award finalist
for THE GREAT BELIEVERS

“A dazzling collection. Contemporary life in Danielle Evans’s
stories has a kind of incandescent and dangerous energy:
even in moments of somberness or isolation, her characters
crackle with heat, light, and self-awareness.”—Kelly Link,
author of GET IN TROUBLE

The award-winning author of Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self brings her signature voice and
insight to the subjects of race, grief, apology, and American history in

The Office of Historical

Corrections. Evans zooms in on particular moments and relationships in her characters’ lives in a way
that allows them to speak to larger issues of race, culture, and history. She introduces us to Black and
multiracial characters who are experiencing the universal confusions of lust and love, and getting
walloped by grief—all while exploring how history haunts us, personally and collectively. Ultimately,
she provokes us to think about the truths of American history—about who gets to tell them, and the
cost of setting the record straight.
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Rights Sold
North America | Riverhead Books 2020
Picador | UK

Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self (Sep. 2010)

2011 PEN / Robert W. Bingham Prize

“The stories are beautifully observed, though their similarities in
theme and voice make them better read individually than together.
Evans has some great chops that would really shine with a little
more narrative breadth.” —Publishers Weekly

Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self is an electric debut story collection about mixed-race and
African-American

teenagers,

women,

and

men

struggling

to

find

a

place

in

their

families

and

communities.

In “Harvest”, a college student's unplanned pregnancy forces her to confront her own feelings of
inadequacy in comparison to her white classmates. In “Jellyfish”, a father's misguided attempt to rescue
a gift for his grown daughter from an apartment collapse magnifies all he doesn't know about her. And
in “Snakes”, the mixed-race daughter of intellectuals recounts the disastrous summer she spent with her
white grandmother and cousin, a summer that has unforeseen repercussions in the present.

Striking in their emotional immediacy, the stories in Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self are
based in a world where inequality is reality but where the insecurities of adolescence and young
adulthood, and the tensions within family and the community, are sometimes the biggest complicating
forces in one's sense of identity and the choices one makes.

Rights Sold
North America | Riverhead Books 2010
Picador | UK
Audio | Audible
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About the Author
Danielle Evans was born in 1983 in Northern Virginia. She
received a B.A. from Columbia University, and an MFA in
fiction from the Iowa Writers' Workshop. Before You Suffocate
Your Own Fool Self was awarded the PEN/Bingham Prize. She
has

had

three

stories

included

in

different

editions

of

Best

American Short Stories. Her short fiction has appeared in The
Paris Review, Public Space, Black Renaissance Noire, Phoebe
and The L Magazine. Danielle is an Assistant Professor in The
Writing Seminars at Johns Hopkins University.
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Shilpi Somaya Gowda
The Shape of Family (Mar. 2020)

“An unforgettable portrait of a family’s loss, longing, and
reconstruction. Haunting and beautiful, The Shape of Family
takes hold of you from the first page and does not let go as it
explores—in

the

distinct

and

rich

voices

of

each

family

member—the forces that separate and the ties that unite a
mother,

father,

daughter

and

son.”

—Lawrence

Hill,

bestselling author of THE BOOK OF NEGROES and
THE ILLEGAL

When a multi-cultural family in California--Indian mother Jaya, American father Keith, daughter
Karina and son Prem--is struck by tragedy, it tears the family apart, catapulting each off on their own
journey. Thirteen-year-old Karina, blaming herself and desperate to escape the despair that hangs like
a black cloud over her childhood home, seeks her own ways to cope until she leaves for college. But
on campus, instead of liberation, she finds only loneliness. In her despair, she seeks comfort and
friendship amongst a group of young people with utopian ideals, led by the charismatic Micah. Fragile
and alone, Karina is drawn to him and to the group’s philosophy of living off the land. When they
invite her to live with them, it seems she has finally found a safe place. But it soon becomes clear that
all is not as it seems. Can Karina find the strength to confront the truth and forge a path forward?

In The Shape of Family, internationally bestselling author Shilpi Somaya Gowda draws on her many
strengths as a storyteller to render a poignant tale of a family that must reckon with the devastation
caused by an unimaginable tragedy and its aftermath.

Rights Sold
World English (minus Canada) | William Morrow 2020
HarperCollins Canada | Canada • Mercure de France | France • Kiepenheuer & Witsch | Germany •
Keter | Israel • Proszynski | Poland• Capellen Damm | Norway
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The Golden Son (Jan. 2016)
Bestseller in Canada
Target Book Club Pick

"The Golden Son triumphs because of its many pleasures and
complications:
unexpected

romantic

tragedies

characters

in

both

immersion

in

two

and
India

intrigues,
criminal
and

complicated

family
secrets

vendettas,

harbored

America.

This

cultures

offers

by

satisfying
no

easy

resolutions.” —Washington Post

The first of his family to go to college, Anil Patel carries the weight of tradition and his family’s
expectations when he leaves his Indian village to begin a medical residency in Dallas, Texas. When
his father dies, Anil becomes the head of the Patel household and inherits the mantle of arbiter for the
village’s disputes. But he is uneasy with the custom, uncertain that he has the wisdom demonstrated
by his father and grandfather. His doubts are compounded by difficulties in adjusting to a new culture
and job. Back home in India, Anil’s closest childhood friend, Leena, struggles to adapt to her
demanding new husband and relatives. The marriage shatters Leena’s hopes, and eventually forces her
to make a desperate choice that will hold drastic repercussions. Though Anil and Leena struggle to
come to terms with their identities thousands of miles apart, their lives eventually intersect once more
—changing them and the people they love forever.

Tender and bittersweet, The Golden Son is about people caught between past and present, tradition
and modernity, duty and choice, and the painful decisions we must make to find our true selves.

Rights Sold
US (minus Canada) | William Morrow 2016
HarperCollins Canada | Canada • Hermes | Bulgaria • Prah | Czech Republic • Cicero | Denmark •
Gallimard | France • Kiepenheuer | Germany • Keter | Israel • Alma Littera | Lithuania • Juritzen |
Norway • Proszynski Media | Poland • Pegasus | Turkey • HarperCollins | India • Znanje | Croatia •
Modern Press | Simplified Chinese • M’Ertek | Hungary
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Secret Daughter (Mar. 2010)
NYT Bestseller
Bestseller in Germany, Norway, Israel, and Canada
Target Book Club Pick

“This book is a must for anyone touched by adoption, or
India, or the delicate dynamic between adolescent girls and
their mothers.” — Sujata Massey, author of SHIMURA
TROUBLE

Secret Daughter explores powerfully and poignantly the emotional terrain of motherhood, loss,
identity, and love through the experiences of two families—one Indian, one American—and the
child that binds them together. A masterful work set partially in the Mumbai slums so vividly
portrayed in the hit film Slumdog Millionaire, Secret Daughter recalls the acclaimed novels of Kim
Edwards and Thrity Umrigar, yet sparkles with the freshness of a truly exciting new literary voice.

Rights Sold
World English | William Morrow 2010
Film/TV Rights | Vanessa Porteous
Karakter | Netherlands • Gallimard | France • Cicero | Denmark • Simanim | Israel • Corbaccio | Italy
• Record | Brazil • Pegasus | Turkey • IP Jovan | Serbia • Proszynski Media | Poland • Profil
Multimedija | Croatia • Juritzen Forlag | Norway • Alma Littera | Lithuania • Beijing Booky
Company | Simplified Chinese • Han Shian Culture Publishing | Complex Chinese • Kiepenheuer &
Witsch | Germany • Planeta | Spain • Merket Kiado | Hungary • AEA Izdavaci | Macedonia • Hermes
| Bulgaria • Prah | Czech Republic • Forlagid | Iceland • Forum | Sweden • Arab Scientific | World
Arabic • Arkadia | Russia

About the Author
Shilpi Somaya Gowda was born and raised in Toronto, Canada.
She holds an MBA from Stanford University, and a bachelor’s
degree from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
where she was a Morehead-Cain scholar. Her experience as a
volunteer in an Indian orphanage seeded the idea for her first
novel,

Secret

Daughter,

which

became

an

international

bestseller. She lives in California with her husband and children.
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Layton Green

A Shattered Lens (Jul. 2019)
The Preach Everson Series
Detective Joe “Preach” Everson is called to investigate a murder.
The victim, David Stratton, is the town’s golden boy and high
school quarterback. A modern version of what Preach used to be.
Not only that, the boy’s mother is Claire Lourdis, a beautiful
divorcée who Preach fell for in high school. She is also the main
suspect in her son’s murder. Despite the cloud of suspicion
hanging over her, old feelings resurface between Claire and
Preach, straining the detective’s relationship with his girlfriend
Ari, a prosecutor in nearby Durham. As Preach delves into the
secrets lurking beneath the surface of the town and searches for a
missing girl who may have witnessed the crime, he must put his
own feelings aside and pursue the answer to a terrible question:
is a mother capable of murdering her own child?

Rights Sold
World English | Seventh Street Press 2019

Written in Blood (Nov. 2017)
The Preach Everson Series

“Green’s

gripping

police

procedural

introduces

a

conflicted

detective who doubts himself at times. His fast-paced story, with its
flawed protagonist, literary allusions, and unexpected turns, should
attract

Karin

Slaughter’s

fans.”

—Library

Journal,

starred

review

After a decade of tracking down killers in Atlanta, Detective Joe “Preach” Everson, a prison chaplain
turned police officer, returns to his hometown of Creekville, North Carolina. Soon after, a local
bookstore owner is brutally killed in his home. Preach is assigned to the case and makes a shocking
discovery: the bookstore owner has been murdered in the same manner as the pawnbroker in
Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment. Preach realizes that his adversary is a literate killer with a mind
as devious as it is disturbed.
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Rights Sold
World English | Seventh Street Press 2017
Argo Publisher | Czech Republic

About the Author
Layton Green is a mystery/suspense/thriller writer and the author
of the bestselling Dominic Grey series, as well as other works of
fiction. His novels have cracked the Amazon Top 50 in the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany, and have
topped

numerous

attended

law

genre

school

in

lists.

In

addition

New

Orleans

to

and

writing,

was

a

Layton

practicing

attorney for the better part of a decade. He has also been an intern
for the United Nations, an ESL teacher in Central America, a
bartender in London, a seller of cheap knives on the streets of
Brixton, a door to door phone book deliverer in Florida, and the
list goes downhill from there. Layton lives with his wife and
children in the Atlanta area.
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Rachel Harper

The Other Mother (Spring 2022)

When Jenry arrives at Brown in the fall of 2015, he has one goal: to understand more about his father,
Jasper Patterson—an internationally-recognized black principal ballet dancer—who died tragically at
33 when Jenry was 2. When he discovers that his grandfather Winston Patterson is a professor of
African American history with an office on campus, Jenry seeks him out. Stern, physically imposing
and more than a little intimidating, Winston explodes Jenry’s world in one fell swoop; why is Jenry so
interested in his son Jasper when it was his daughter, Juliet, who was Marisa’s lover? Juliet is the parent
he should be looking for—his other mother.

Told in six parts, each from the perspective of a family member, the novel seamlessly moves between
the past and the present to piece together the complicated web that has bound this family together and
kept them apart. Jenry’s story begins with Marisa and Juliet’s love affair and decision to have a baby,
but its defining moment comes when Marisa chooses to disappear without a trace while Juliet, a jazz
pianist, is away touring in Europe. Fifteen years later, Juliet and her wife Noelle are expecting to adopt
a baby, and the prospect of becoming a mother once again is stirring up the old grief and sorrow. And
now—out of the blue—into her restaurant strides sensitive, wildly talented, and justifiably confused
and angry Jenry.

The Other Mother is a profoundly moving and masterful exploration of the power of love and family;
of the intersections of race, class and sexuality; the role of patriarchy in defining who belongs to whom;
and of the relevance of biology in determining familial bonds and what it means to be related.
Unfurling

in

the

most

surprising

and

satisfying

of

ways,

revelation

follows

revelation

as

each

successive perspective peels back a layer of a story that is at once deeply familiar—of first love,
betrayal, and the selfishness of youth, of the beautiful, complicated love between parents and children
—and also radical in its centering of queer lives and people of color.

Rights Sold
North American | Counterpoint Press 2022

About the Author
Rachel Harper is the author of the novels Brass Ankle Blues
and This Side of Providence, which was shortlisted for the
Ernest J. Gaines Award. She has received fellowships from
Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony and her poems, essays, and
short fiction have been widely published and anthologized. She
is a graduate of Brown University and holds an MFA from the
University of Southern California. Harper is on the faculty of
Spalding University’s School of Writing, and also teaches at
Otis College of Art and Design. She lives in Los Angeles with
her wife and children.
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Kai Harris

What The Fireflies Knew (Spring 2022)

After her father dies of an overdose and the debts incurred from his addiction cause the loss of the
family home in Detroit, almost-eleven-year-old Kenyatta Bernice (KB) and her teenage sister Nia are
sent by their overwhelmed mother to live with their estranged grandfather in Lansing. What

The

Fireflies Knew spans a single, sweltering summer as KB attempts to get her bearings in a world that
has turned upside down––a father who is labeled a fiend; a mother whose smile no longer reaches her
eyes; a sister, once her best friend, who has crossed the threshold of adolescence and suddenly wants
nothing to do with her; a grandfather who is grumpy and silent; the white kids across the street who are
friendly, but only sometimes. And all of them are keeping secrets. Pinballing between resentment,
abandonment and loneliness, KB is forced to carve out a different identity for herself and find her own
voice.

As she examines the jagged pieces of her recently shattered world, she learns that while some truths cut
deep, a new life––and a new KB––can be built from the shards. Capturing all the vulnerability,
perceptiveness, and inquisitiveness of a young girl on the cusp of puberty, Kai Harris’s prose perfectly
inhabits that hazy space between childhood and adolescence, where everything that was once familiar
develops a veneer of strangeness when seen through newer, older eyes. Through KB’s disillusionment
and subsequent discovery of her own power, What The Fireflies Knew poignantly reveals that
heartbreaking but necessary component of growing up––the realization that loved ones can be flawed,
sometimes significantly so, and that the perfect family we all dream of looks different up close. What
The Fireflies Knew will appeal to readers across a wide age spectrum including fans of Brown Girl
Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson and To Kill A Mockingbird.

Rights Sold
North American | Tiny Reparations 2022

About the Author
Kai Harris is currently pursuing a PhD in Fiction at Western
Michigan University, where she is also Editor-in-Chief of
Third Coast magazine. An excerpt from her upcoming novel
was recently published in the Black Girlhood issue of Kweli
Journal. She’s also had work published in Flash Fiction
Magazine and Rabble Lit. Kai is a contributing writer at The
Everygirl, and a proud VONA/Voices alumna. She recently
won the Gwen Frostic Creative Writing Award in Fiction at her
university for the short story, “While We Live.” Originally
from Detroit, Kai now lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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Sadie Hoagland

American Grief in Four Stages (Oct. 2019)
“A captivating debut collection probes the trauma of being
human...assured,

haunting,

and

deeply

empathetic.”

—

Kirkus Reviews, starred review

“This terrifying, brave collection takes the sting out of what
happens when the worst has already occurred. Even in their
loss, its broken characters find ways to try and explain the
unexplainable to themselves.” —Foreword Reviews

American Grief in Four Stages is a collection of stories that imagines trauma as a space in which
language fails us and narrative escapes us. These stories play with form and explore the impossibility
of elegy and the inability of our culture to communicate grief, or sympathy, outside of cliché.

One narrator tries to understand her brother’s suicide by excavating his use of idioms. Other stories
construe grief and trauma in much subtler ways—the passing of an era or of a daughter’s childhood,
the seduction of a neighbor, the inability to have children. From a dinner party with Aztecs to an
elderly

shut-in’s

recollection

of

her

role

in

the

Salem

witch

trials,

these

are

stories

that

defy

expectations and enrich the imagination. As a whole, this collection asks the reader to envisage the
ways in which we suffer as both unbearably painful and unbearably American.

Rights Sold
World English | Red Hen Press 2019

About the Author
Sadie Hoagland is a fiction writer based in Louisiana. She has a
PhD

in

fiction

from

the

University

of

Utah

and

an

MA

in

Creative Writing/Fiction from UC Davis. Her work has appeared
or is forthcoming in The Alice Blue Review, The Black Herald,
Mikrokosmos Journal, South Dakota Review, Sakura Review,
Grist Journal, Oyez Review, Passages North, Five Points, The
Fabulist, South Carolina Review and elsewhere. She is a former
editor of Quarterly West, and currently teaches fiction at the
University of Louisiana at Lafayette.
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Ladee Hubbard
Blinking What (Spring 2022)
A collection of stories all set within an African-American gulf coast community features a cast of
recurring characters, they poignantly and powerfully parse issues of black identity before the Obama
era. Nine of the stories contained in it have already been published in prestigious literary journals and
several have won awards.

Rights Sold
World English | Amistad Press 2022

The Rib King (Jan. 2021)
It is 1917 Chicago, and August Sitwell has worked as a servant
for the wealthy white Barclay family since the age of nine. He has
long suppressed memories of the calamitous events that led him to
become

an

orphan.

But

when

the

Barclays,

on

the

brink

of

financial ruin, force a series of increasingly untenable decisions
on him, August’s past floods back with a vengeance and he
embarks on an improbable journey that brings him both fame and
infamy. Ten years later, Jennie, a former maid in the Barclay
household, will discover just how distorted Sitwell’s image--and
his life--has become when she is inextricably drawn into the
vortex of his ongoing quest. Both absurdist and dark in the vein of
Get Out and Django Unchained,

The

explores

slavery

America’s

nostalgia

for

Rib

King

and

compellingly

the

struggle

by

African-Americans to assert their humanity in spite of it.

Rights Sold
World English | Amistad Press 2021

About the Author
Ladee Hubbard received a BA in English from Princeton
University,
completed

where
an

her

MFA

mentor

in

was

Dramatic

Toni

Writing

Morrison.
at

New

She
York

University and a PhD in Folklore and Mythology at UCLA.
She has an MFA in Creative Writing at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

Ladee

received

an

Alonzo

S.

Davis

fellowship from Virginia Center for the Creative Arts as well
as fellowships from Hambidge Foundation, Callalloo Writers’
Workshop, and elsewhere.
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Stephen Mack Jones
Dead of Winter (May 2021)
The August Snow Series
When the body of an unidentified young Hispanic woman is
dredged from the Detroit River, the Wayne County coroner
gives her photo to ex-police detective August Snow, insisting
August ask around his native Mexicantown to see if anyone
recognizes her. August’s good friend Elena, an advocate for
undocumented immigrants, immediately pinpoints the girl as
local teenager Isadora del Torres. It turns out Izzy isn’t the only
young woman to have disappeared during an ICE raid only to
turn up dead a few weeks later. Preyed upon by the law itself,
the people of Mexicantown have no one to turn to but August.
In a guns-blazing wild ride across Detroit, he will put his own
life on the line to protect the community he loves.

Rights Sold
World English & Audio | Soho Crime 2021
Film/TV Rights | Gaspin Media/Lionsgate

Lives Laid Away (Jan. 2019)
The August Snow Series
“Jones

effectively

dramatizes

the

Trump

administration’s approach to illegal immigration in
his superior second novel featuring ex-cop August
Snow

(after

2017’s

August

Snow).”

—Publishers

Weekly, starred review

New life in Detriot is coming at a steep and bloody cost. In the neighborhood of Mexicantown,
August Snow discovers a deep-cover real estate conspiracy: a cabal of international buyers are
making killer deals. With the lives of friends and family hanging in the balance, August risks
everything to shut down this murderous real estate scheme before they destroy his beloved
neighborhood and leave him lying dead on Detroit’s Belle Isle. Winters in Michigan are about to
get a lot more brutal.
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Rights Sold
World English | Soho Crime 2019
German | Tropen
Audio | Recorded Books
Film/TV Rights | Gaspin Media/Lionsgate

August Snow (Feb. 2017)
The August Snow Series
Hammett Award Winner
Nero Award Winner
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Best Book Winner
Michigan Notable Book Winner
The Strand Award Winner

“August Snow is one of my favorite books that I've read
recently... This book is so good, I actually put it down,
and I briefly entertained the notion of moving back to
Detroit.” —NPR

Tough, smart and struggling to stay alive, August Snow is the embodiment of Detroit. The son of
an African-American father and a Mexican-American mother, August grew up in the city’s
Mexicantown and joined the police force only to be drummed out by a conspiracy of corrupt cops
and politicians. Then a $12 million wrongful dismissal settlement left him low on friends. He’s
just returned to the house he grew up in and quickly learns he has many scores to settle. He’s
summoned to the Grosse Pointe Estates home of business magnate Eleanore Paget who wants him
to investigate the increasingly unusual happenings at her private wealth management bank. A day
later, Paget is dead of an apparent suicide – which August isn’t buying for a minute. What begins
as an inquiry into Paget’s death soon drags August into a rat's nest of Detroit’s most dangerous
criminals.

Rights Sold
World English | Soho Crime 2017
German | Tropen
Audio | Recorded Books
Film/TV Rights | Gaspin Media/Lionsgate
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About the Author
Stephen

Mack

Jones

is

a

published

poet,

award-winning

playwright, and recipient of the prestigious Kresge Arts in
Detroit Literary Fellowship. He survived a number of years in
advertising and marketing communications. Stephen was born
in Lansing, Michigan, and currently lives in Farmington Hills,
outside of Detroit.
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Jonathan Levi

A Guide for the Perplexed (Apr. 2017)
A Guide for the Perplexed is an intricately crafted modern fairy tale
that weaves together narratives from throughout history to display
fantastical tapestries of the human experience. The novel explores
the bewitched town of Mariposa, Spain, where two women bond
over being stranded and begin a search for a mysterious man. To
pass the time, they exchange increasingly haunting and inventive
stories that take readers to Moses Maimonides’ Egypt, Spain during
the infamous inquisition and Holocaust era Germany. The novel
evokes universal themes of loss as well as the power of art and
offers readers a unique journey through time.

Rights Sold
World English | Overlook Press 2017

Septimania (Apr. 2016)
“[L]aced with philosophy and wit. A thoroughly intellectual
postmodern fable, wise yet melancholy, meant to be read
slowly and savored.” —Kirkus Reviews

"Levi

creates

masterpiece

an

filled

energetically

brilliant,

with

descriptions,

lavish

genre-defying
mysteries

intertwined with history and legend, and a large cast of
memorable, offbeat characters.” —Booklist, starred review

"[A] fable of fantastical lushness, reminiscent of the best fairy
tales.” —New York Times Book Review

On an spring afternoon in 1978 in the loft of a church outside Cambridge, England, an organ tuner named
Malory loses his virginity to a dyslexic math genius named Louiza. When Louiza disappears, Malory follows
her trail to Rome. There, the quest to find his love gets sidetracked when he discovers he is the heir to the
Kingdom of Septimania, given by Charlemagne to the Jews of eighth-century France. In the midst of a Rome
reeling from the kidnappings and bombs of the Red Brigades, Malory is crowned King of the Jews, Holy Roman
Emperor and possibly Caliph of All Islam. Over the next fifty years, Malory’s search for Louiza leads to
encounters with Pope John Paul II, a band of lost Romanians, a magical Bernini statue, Haroun al Rashid of
Arabian Nights fame, an elephant that changes color, a shadowy U.S. spy agency and one of the 9/11 bombers,
an appleseed from the original Tree of Knowledge, and the secret history of Isaac Newton and his discovery of a
Grand Unified Theory that explains everything. It is the quest of a Candide for love and knowledge, and the
ultimate discovery that they may be unified after all.
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Rights Sold
World English | Overlook Press 2016
Nieuw Amsterdam | Netherland • Maya Kitap | Turkey • Rey + Naranjo | Spain

About the Author
Jonathan Levi is an American writer and producer. A founding
editor of Granta magazine, Levi is author of two novels, A Guide
for the Perplexed and Septimania. His short stories and articles
have appeared in many publications, including Granta, Condé
Nast Traveler, GQ, Terra Nova, The Nation, The New York
Times, and The Los Angeles Times Book Review, and his plays
and opera libretti have been performed all over the world. Born
in New York, he currently lives in Rome, Italy.
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Andrea Lochen
Versions of Her (Jul. 2019)

“Versions
description

of

Her

and

is

a

captivating

characterization,

story,

about

the

rich

in

complex

relationships of and between two daughters and their
mother. A beautifully written reminder of the significance
of the choices we make, the memories we keep, and the
love we share across time.” —USA TODAY bestselling
author, Kelly Stone Gamble

On the surface, Melanie Kingstad-Keyes’s life is the picture of success. She’s a tenure track
professor at a prestigious university and has a perfect husband. But a recent miscarriage has left her
reeling and her marriage tenuous. Selling her family’s Lake Indigo summer home, which she hasn’t
visited in fifteen years, feels like the perfect distraction from her problems. Now, she only needs to
persuade her younger sister, Kelsey, to go along with her plan. Stuck in a dead-end job, Kelsey
Kingstad bounces from one doomed relationship to the next as she struggles to jumpstart her adult
life. Carrying the guilt of her mother’s untimely death, Kelsey is reluctant to let go of the Victorian
house filled with memories of her mom and their childhood. When the sisters find a mysterious
hidden door, Melanie and Kelsey discover that they can directly view their mother’s younger years
and learn all the secrets she never shared with them. Delving into her memories is fun at first, but
Melanie and Kelsey quickly uncover difficult truths, throwing their own life choices into question
and making them wonder if they ever truly knew their mother. Visiting the past may help them find
closure, but the cost could be steeper than they realize.

Rights Sold
World English | Red Adept 2019
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Imaginary Things (Apr. 2015)

“Cleverly

written

with

a

perfect

touch

of

magic,

Imaginary Things will take you on a journey of the
unexpected, and leave you contemplating the power of
your

own

mind.

”

—Liz

Fenton

&

Lisa

Steinke,

authors of YOUR PERFECT LIFE

Burned out and broke, twenty-two-year-old single mother, Anna Jennings, moves back to her
grandparents’ rural home for the summer with her four-year-old son, David, in tow. Living next
door is Jamie Presswood, Anna’s childhood friend, now much more handsome and hardened than
she remembers. Jamie reminds her of simpler times—Ferris wheels and sparklers, picnics and
Neapolitan ice cream—long before she met her unstable ex, and everything changed. But the
sudden appearance of shadowy dinosaurs awakens Anna from her small-town spell, and forces her
to realize that she’s either lost her mind or can somehow see her son’s active imagination.
Frightened, Anna struggles to protect David, but what she uncovers along the way is completely
unexpected: revelations about what her son’s imaginary friends may truly represent, and long
buried secrets about her own childhood.

Rights Sold
World English | Amazon 2015

About the Author
Andrea Lochen is the author of three novels: The Repeat Year,
Imaginary Things, and Versions of Her. She earned her Master
of

Fine

Arts

in

Creative

Writing

from

the

University

of

Michigan. She teaches college writing and lives in Wisconsin
with her husband, two small children, and adorably fluffy dog.
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Sequoia Nagamatsu
How High We Go in the Dark (Spring 2022)
Sequoia Nagamatsu’s daring and heartfelt debut novel How High We Go in the Dark, is a genreblended work of literary fiction, spanning generations across the globe as humanity struggles to
rebuild itself in the aftermath of a climate plague.

Beginning in the present-day, a grieving scientist arrives in the Arctic Circle to continue his
recently deceased daughter’s research, only to discover a plague, newly unearthed from melting
Arctic permafrost. As the Arctic Plague reshapes life on earth for generations to come, the story
hurtles into the future revealing the myriad of moving and inventive ways that humanity persists,
while struggling to counter this terrible, destructive force. In discrete, seemingly unconnected
chapters we meet, among others, an aspiring comedian, employed by a theme park designed for
terminally ill children, who falls in love with a mother trying desperately to keep her son alive; a
scientist who, having failed to save his own son from the plague, gets a second chance at
fatherhood when one of his test subjects—a pig—develops human speech; and a man who after
recovering from his own coma plans a block party for his neighbors, who have also woken up to
find that they alone have survived their families.

From funerary skyscrapers to hotels for the dead to interstellar starships, How High We Go in the
Dark follows a cast of intricately linked characters spanning hundreds of years as humanity
struggles to restore the delicate balance of the world. At its core though, this is a story of an
unshakable spirit of hope, taking its cues from such formally inventive novels as Yaa Gyasi’s
Homegoing and Elizabeth Strout’s Olive Kitteridge, How High We Go in the Dark breaks new
ground in its ambition, and will appeal to fans of Ted Chiang, Matthew Baker, Ling Ma, and
David Mitchell.

Rights Sold
North American | William Morrow 2022
Bloomsbury | UK
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Where We Go When All We Were Is Gone (May 2016)
“A combination of the mystical, magical, and marvelous,
Sequoia Nagamatsu weaves a collection of bold, hysterical,
and moving tales into an unforgettable debut." —Michael
Czyzniejewski, author of I Will Love You for the Rest of
My Life: Breakup Stories

“Sequoia

Nagamatsu’s

universe

is

one

in

which

modern

Japan and its ancient folklore play in the same delightful
puddle. Creepy, unnerving, and full of heart, these tales of
love and demons, death and Godzilla, loss and possibility,
will

creep

into

your

dreams

and

enchant

your

imagination.”—Kelly Luce, author of Pull Me Under

“The Return to Monsterland” opens Where We Go When All We Were Is Gone, a collection of
twelve fabulist and genre-bending stories inspired by Japanese folklore, historical events, and pop
culture. In “Rokurokubi”, a man who has the demonic ability to stretch his neck to incredible
lengths tries to save a marriage built on secrets. The recently dead find their footing in “The Inn of
the Dead’s Orientation for Being a Japanese Ghost”. In “Girl Zero”, a couple navigates the
complexities of reviving their deceased daughter via the help of a shapeshifter. And, in the title
story, a woman instigates a months-long dancing frenzy in a Tokyo where people don’t die but are
simply reborn without their memories.Every story in the collection turns to the fantastic, the
mysticism of the past, and the absurdities of the future to illuminate the spaces we occupy when we,
as individuals and as a society, are at our most vulnerable.

Rights Sold
World English | Black Lawrence Press 2016

About the Author
Sequoia Nagamatsu is a Japanese-American writer based in the
Twin Cities region of Minnesota. He is the managing editor of
Psychopomp Magazine, an online quarterly dedicated to innovative
prose, and an assistant professor at St. Olaf College. Originally
from Hawaii and the San Francisco Bay Area, he holds an MFA in
Creative Writing from Southern Illinois University and a BA in
Anthropology from Grinnell College. His work has appeared or is
forthcoming in publications such as Conjunctions, The Southern
Review,

ZYZZYVA,

The

Fairy

Tale

Review,

Tin

House,

Iowa

Review, Black Warrior Review, Lightspeed Magazine, and One
World: A Global Anthology of Short Stories. His debut awardwinning short story collection Where We Go When All We Were Is
Gone was published by Black Lawrence Press in 2016.
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Timmy Reed
Kill Me Now (Jan. 2018)
Reed convincingly writes a three-dimensional teenager
whose

self-consciousness,

threaten

to

capturing

crush
male

him.

.

emotions,
.

.

adolescence

A
in

and

hormones

coming-of-age
all

its

story

disgusting,

irrational, and messy glory.” —Kirkus Reviews

"Reed captures all the hilarious grossness of being a
teenage

boy

in

this

solid

coming-of-age

story.”

—

Publishers Weekly

Miles Lover is an imaginative but insecure adolescent skateboarder with an unfortunate nickname,
about to face his first semester of high school. Miles exists in a liminal space - between junior high
and high school, and between three houses: his mother’s, his father’s, and the now vacant house his
family used to call home in a leafy, green neighborhood of north Baltimore. Miles struggles against
his parents, his younger twin sisters, his probation officer, his old friends, his summer reading list,
and his personal essay assignment. More than anything, though, he wrestles with himself and the
fears that come with growing up. It’s not until Miles begins a friendship with an elderly neighbor whom his sisters spy on and suspect of murder - that he begins to find some understanding of lives
different than his own, of the plain acceptance of true friends, and, maybe, just a little of himself in
time to start a whole new year.

Rights Sold
World English & Audio | Counterpoint 2018

About the Author
Timmy Reed received his BA from the College of Charleston, and
his MFA from the University of Baltimore. Timmy is the author of
Tell

God

I

Don’t

Exist,

The

Ghosts

That

Surrounded

Them,

Miraculous Fauna, Star Backwards, and IRL as well as a couple of
chapbooks: Stray/Pest and Zeb And Bunny Build Russian Dolls. His
short fiction has appeared in Necessary Fiction, Atticus Review,
Curbside Splendor, as well as featured in the Wigleaf Top 50 on
multiple occasions. In 2015, he won the Baker Artist Awards and
Semmes

G.

Walsh

Award.

He

teaches

English

at

Stevenson

University and the Community College of Baltimore County and
English as a Second Language at Morgan State University
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Mihret Sibhat
The History of a Difficult Child (Fall 2022)
The History of a Difficult Child is a captivating tragicomic family saga set in a small town of Ethiopia.
Told through the perspective of its funny, charming and occasionally irritating narrator, the story takes
the reader into the heart of the Asmelash family, former landowners who are hated by the community
of nosy women in the town. Wisecracking, inquisitive, and bombastic, Selam Asmelash, the youngest
child in her large, boisterous family, beguiles the reader with her wry omniscience before she even
emerges from her mother’s cancerous uterus. Her voice, at once brash and vulnerable, brings the book
to vibrant life and provides a perspective both intimate and sweeping: a small Ethiopian town in the
80’s, floundering in the social upheaval induced by a socialist dictatorship, civil war and famine; a
formerly land-owning family, stripped of their property after the revolution and persecuted for their
conversion to Pentecostalism; and of course gossipy neighbors, a greek chorus that documents all the
––personal and political. As she grows up, Selam, wise beyond her years yet thoroughly naive, must
contend with poverty, bullies, and the death of loved ones. She deals with all of it through humor and
megalomania, endowing herself with various powers to gain control of her situation and escape
sadness. Described as “Elena Ferrante meets Abraham Verghese meets Gabriel Garcia Marquez,” The
History of a Difficult Child will also appeal to readers of Purple Hibiscus by Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie and Midnight’s Children by Salman Rushdie.

Rights Sold
North American | Viking 2022
Chatto & Windus | UK

About the Author
Mihret Sibhat grew up in a Pentecostal family in a southwestern
Ethiopian town. She moved to the United States when she was
seventeen, and attended Santa Monica College and Cal State
Northridge for her BA in politics, and then did her MFA in
creative writing at the University of Minnesota. She has worked
in many jobs. At sixteen she was performing exorcisms and
preaching. In the US, she worked as an undocumented waitress
in an LA Ethiopian restaurant, and also as a nanny, shoeshiner,
uber driver, office manager, and radio presenter for an Ethiopian
political group. In a previous life, she was a nun, and in this one
she is also queer af.
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Sheba Karim
The Marvelous Mirza Girls (May 2021)
To cure her post-senior year slump, made worse by the loss of her Aunt Sonia, Noreen is ready to
follow her mom on a gap year trip to New Delhi, hoping India can lessen her grief and bring her voice
back. In the world’s most polluted city, Noreen soon meets kind, handsome Kabir, who introduces her
to the wonders of this magical, complicated place. With Kabir’s help—plus Bollywood celebrities,
fourteenth-century ruins, karaoke parties, and Sufi saints—Noreen begins to rediscover her joyful
voice. But when a family scandal erupts, Noreen and Kabir must face complicated questions in their
own relationship: What does it mean to truly stand by someone—and what are the boundaries of love?

Rights Sold
North America | HarperTeen 2021

Mariam Sharma Hits the Road (Jun. 2018)
“Karim offers a nuanced perspective on the road trip novel,
centering

the

experiences

of

three

South

Asian

American

teens who also encounter racism and Islamophobia on their
journey of self-discovery. This joyously exuberant tale will
speak to readers who enjoy a blend of barbed humor and
poignant reflection.” —School

Library

Journal,

starred

review

The summer after her freshman year of college, Mariam is looking forward to hanging out with her best
friends: irrepressible and beautiful Ghazala, and religious but closeted Umar. But when a scandalous photo of
Ghaz appears on a billboard in Times Square, Mariam and Umar come up with a plan to rescue her from her
furious parents. And what could be a better escape than a spontaneous road trip down to New Orleans?

With the heartbreaking honesty of Dumplin’ mixed with the cultural growing pains of When Dimple Met
Rishi, this wry, remarkable road-trip story is about questioning where you come from—and choosing the
family that chooses you back.

Rights Sold
North America | HarperTeen 2018
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That Thing We Call a Heart (May 2010)
In this wryly funny debut novel, the smart, sassy, and utterly
lovable Nina Khan tackles friends, family, and love, and learns that
it's possible to embrace two very different cultures – even if things
can get a little bit, well, hairy.

Rights Sold
World English | HarperTeen 2010
Bloomsbury | India

Skunk Girl (Mar. 2009)
“Populated

by

complicated

characters

who

are

so

well

described readers will feel they might bump into them on the
street, Karim’s second novel delivers on its title’s promise.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Shabnam Qureshi is a sparky, imaginative Pakistani-American teen growing up in suburban New
Jersey. In an AP history class, Shabnam, in order to make herself more interesting, invents a tragic
family story set during the 1947 partition of India and Pakistan. Her lie sets off a painful series of
events. But things look up when she meets free-spirited, mysterious Jamie at the pie shack, and begins
to bond with her father, who teaches her about Urdu poetry and a painful truth about Partition.

Rights Sold
North America | FSG Books for Young Readers 2009
Rizzoli | Italy • Tilden | Sweden • Carlsen | Denmark • Bloomsbury | India
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About the Author
Sheba Karim was born and raised in Catskill, NY. Her fiction has
appeared in 580 Split, Asia Literary Review, Barn Owl Review, Kartika
Review, Shenandoah, South Asian Review, Time Out Delhi

and

in

several anthologies in the United States and India. Two of her short
stories have been nominated for a Pushcart Prize. She is a graduate of
New York University School of Law and the Iowa Writers’ Workshop
and was awarded a 2009-2010 Fulbright-Nehru Scholar research grant
to research her current project, a historical fiction novel set in 13th
century India.
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Kaela Rivera
Cece Rios and the Desert of Souls (Apr. 2021)
Cece Rios and the Desert of Souls is Kaela Rivera's debut
#ownvoices MG fantasy novel. Inspired by her grandfather’s
stories of growing up in early 1900s Mexico, Kaela draws on
Mexican folklore and ancient legend to create a world both
distinctive and familiar.

Cecelia “Cece” Rios has always lived in her sister’s shadow.
Juana is perfect—she’s a skilled dancer, a good student, and—
unlike Cece—she never sympathizes with the powerful spirits
who

live

in

the

desert

outside

town.

So

when

Juana

is

kidnapped by the legendary criatura El Sombrerón, Cece knows
she has to bring her back. But that means finding a way into
Devil’s Alley, where the demon king El Cucuy reigns supreme.
Only brujas—humans who capture and control criaturas—are
allowed

in,

so

Cece

decides

to

become

one.

That

means

entering the Bruja Fights, where brujas-in-training compete for
the honor. Thankfully, the legendary criatura Coyote has agreed
to help her on her quest. With him on her side, Cece sets out to
bring her sister back and reunite her family—and maybe just
change what it means to be a bruja along the way.

Rights Sold
World English | HarperCollins Children’s 2021

About the Author
Kaela Rivera was raised to believe in will-o’-the-wisps and el
chupacabra, but even ghost stories couldn’t stop her from reading in
the isolated treetops, caves, and creeks of Tennessee’s Appalachian
forests. She still believes in the folktales of her Mexican and British
parents, but now she writes about them from the adventure-filled
mountains of the Wild West. When she’s not crafting stories, she’s
using her English degree as an editor for a marketing company (or
secretly doodling her characters in the margins of her notebook).
Her biggest hope is to highlight and explore the beauty of cultural
differences—and how sharing those differences can bring us all
closer.
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Humera Afridi

The Book of Secrets (Fall 2022)

The Book of Secrets is a beautifully rendered biography of Noor-un-nisa Inayat Khan, the first
woman radio operator of the British Special Operations Executive (SOE) to be infiltrated behind
enemy lines during World War II in German-occupied France. Daughter of Hazrat Inayat Khan, a
classical

Indian

musician

and

Ora

Ray

Baker,

an

American,

Noor

was

raised

as

a

devout

practitioner of mystical Sufism. She defied the conventions of her conservative upbringing to
volunteer for Churchill’s Secret Army. Betrayed by a French double agent, she was taken prisoner
by the Gestapo. Ultimately, she paid for her heroism with her life when she was tortured and killed
at Dachau.

In the vein of Tom Reiss’s The Orientalist and Lynne Olson’s Madame Fourcade’s Secret War,
The Book of Secrets is both an enthralling biography and a fascinating look at the cultural forces at
play in early to mid-twentieth century Europe, specifically the mix of Orientalism and racism that
defined the lives of Noor and her family, and the circumstances that inspired the recruitment of
women in war work. It’s bound to appeal to anyone interested in World War II history and the
French Resistance, in Sufi chivalry, and in the South Asian diaspora during World War II. Unlike
other books on the subject, Humera Afridi, herself South Asian and a practitioner of Sufism,
provides insight into Noor's story from a feminist perspective and from a Sufi perspective. She
looks closely at not just Noor’s heroic feats during World War II, but her oeuvre as a writer and
artist, and her identity as immigrant and citizen of the world, skillfully melding a thoroughly
researched war story with mystical insights into Noor's character.

Rights Sold
World English | Pantheon 2022

About the Author
Humera Afridi is a New York-based writer of Pakistani
origin. She was a Fiction Fellow at the Writers Institute,
CUNY Graduate Center. She holds an M.A. degree in
Literary

and

Cultural

Theory

from

Carnegie

Mellon

University and earned an M.F.A. in Creative Writing at
New York University where she was the recipient of a New
York

Times

Fellowship.

Humera

earned

her

B.A.

in

English cum laude at Mount Holyoke College. In 2017, she
received a New York Foundation for the Arts (NYFA)
Fellowship in Nonfiction Literature and was selected as a
named Gregory Millard Fellow. Her stories and essays
have appeared in Granta, Guernica, The New York Times
and

the

Journal

publications.

of

Postcolonial

Writing

amongst

other
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R. Philip Bouchard
The Stickler's Guide to Science (Fall 2021)
The Stickler's Guide to Science is comprised of ten essays that cut to the heart of our daily
interactions with science. This amusing and edifying book tackles big ideas like what it means that
"DNA is the blueprint of life" or that "forests are the lungs of the planet." The Stickler's Guide to
Science is the perfect book for the curious minded reader who wants a more in depth dive into what
makes our world tick.

Rights Sold
World English | Timber Press 2021

About the Author
R. Phillip Bouchard has had a long career designing and
building computer software – 18 years creating
educational software, followed by 14 years designing
web-based applications. He has now begun a new career
as an author of non-fiction books, focusing primarily on
the natural sciences, geography, and language.
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Marilyn Brookwood
The Orphans of Davenport (Jul. 2021)
The infants lay for months in cribs that blocked their vision, and were never held, hardly touched,
rarely spoken to. “Doomed from birth” was the way young Iowa state psychologist Harold Skeels
described the two toddler girls at the Orphans Home in Davenport, Iowa, in 1934. Their IQ scores,
added together, totaled 81. They were part of a wave of abandoned children dropped off at the
orphanage during the Great Depression, whose parents came from the lowest rungs of society. In
line with prevailing eugenic beliefs, Skeels assumed the two girls inherited defective intelligence
and therefore were unfit for adoption. Because of extreme overcrowding, they were sent to live in a
home for “moron” women. To his great astonishment, under the women’s care the children’s
intelligence became normal. No one understood how that could happen.

The Orphans of Davenport describes for the first time how an unknown psychologist from a
modest research group in Iowa made the crucial discovery that environment changes children’s
intelligence.

Only

in

1966

did

the

Iowans’

ideas

find

support

from

a

new

generation

of

psychologists. Their revolutionary work overthrew long accepted racist and classist views of
human development, and launched psychology’s modern age.

Rights Sold
World English | Liveright/Norton 2021

About the Author
Marilyn Brookwood is a psychologist who worked in public
education to help adolescents improve academic and personal
competence, lectured about adolescent brain development to
students, parents and clinicians, held an adjunct faculty position
at the College of New Rochelle in New York, and wrote guides
for teachers and counselors about adolescent challenges. In 2008
she

earned

her

third

postgraduate

degree,

in

Harvard

University’s Mind, Brain and Education Program. She has been
researching this project for six years. She lives in Cambridge.
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Bridgett M. Davis
The World According to Fannie Davis (Jan. 2019)
“A rich and heartwarming memoir honors a remarkable
mother….We

need

more

stories

like

Fannie’s—the

triumph and good life of a lucky black woman in a deeply
corrupt world.” —The New York Times Book Review

“The

story

of

Fannie

Davis,

as

her

daughter

so

thoroughly tells it, is the story of not just one woman, in
one city, at one period in time; it is, in many ways, the
story of Black America, the resilience and solidarity of
the marginalized.” —Entertainment Weekly

In 1958, a pretty young mother from Nashville, Tennessee borrowed $100 from her brother to run a
Numbers racket out of her tattered apartment on Delaware Street, in one of Detroit's worst sections.
That woman was Fannie Davis, Bridgett M. Davis' mother. A kind of Ulysses, Fannie became more
than a numbers runner, guiding both her husbands, five children and a grandson through the
decimation of a once-proud city using her wit, style, guts, and even gun. She ran her numbers
business for 34 years, doing what it took to survive in a legitimate business that just happened to be
illegal. She created a loving, joyful home, and when the tragedy of urban life struck, soldiered on
with her stated belief: "Dying is easy. Living takes guts."

The World According to Fannie Davis is a daughter's moving homage to an extraordinary parent, as
well as the suspenseful, unforgettable story about the lengths to which a mother will go and how
those sacrifices resonate over time. This timely and deeply relatable portrait of one American family
is essential reading.

Rights Sold
North America | Little, Brown 2019
Film Rights | Optioned; Willow and Oak, inc.

About the Author
Bridgett M. Davis is the author of two novels, Into the Go-Slow
(Feminist Press, 2014) and Shifting Through Neutral (Amistad,
2005). She is also writer/director of the award-winning feature film
Naked Acts; her work has appeared in Salon, Essence, O, The
Oprah Magazine, The Root and The Washington Post. A native of
Detroit,

she's

a

graduate

of

Spelman

College

and

Columbia

University’s Graduate School of Journalism. She teaches creative
and film writing at Baruch College, CUNY, and lives in Brooklyn,
NY with her husband and two children.
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L.S. Fauber
Heaven on Earth (Dec. 2019)

“What Fauber does well is humanize these four residents
of the pantheon of science... the story is seldom less than
fascinating. A readable, enjoyable contribution to the
history of science.”—Kirkus Reviews

―that of Nicolaus Copernicus,

Heaven on Earth is an intimate examination of this scientific family

Tycho Brahe, Johannes Kepler, and Galileo Galilei. L.S. Fauber juxtaposes their scientific work
with insight into their personal lives and political considerations, which shaped their pursuit of
knowledge. Uniquely, she shows how their intergenerational collaboration was actually what made
the scientific revolution possible.

Filled with rich characters and sweeping historical scope, Heaven on Earth reveals how the strong

―and how, without

connections between these pillars of intellectual history moved science forward

them, we might have waited a long time for a heliocentric model of the universe.

Rights Sold
North America | Pegasus 2019
UK | Hodder & Stoughton • China | Winshare
Audio | Blackstone

About the Author
L. S. Fauber attended Bard College and is completing a PhD in Computer Science at University of
California Riverside. L. S. teaches Computer Science and Physics and lives in Riverside, California.
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Sabrina Imbler
How Far the Light Reaches (Fall 2021)
How Far the Light Reaches is an utterly original, lyrical collection of essays about the ocean and
what its creatures can tell us about human empathy and survival. Each essay contains a profile of a
marine animal, ranging from rare species that have never been photographed such as the yeti crab
to ordinary ones such as the goldfish. In each essay, Imbler investigates the ways different species
of marine life demonstrate strength and resilience in order to illuminate and to inspire her own.

Though it draws inspiration from nonfiction genres such as popular science and essayistic memoir,
How Far the Light Reaches breaks new ground in its fusion of existing genres to create an entirely
new kind of essay. Like all good science writing, the biological skeleton of each essay is rooted in
fact, teaching the reader something new about a kind of life in the ocean. But these essays go
behind simply pondering the wonder of marine biology, instead threading the life experiences of
sea creatures through a deeply human lens, one that is emotional and empathetic and queer. In the
landscape of traditional science writing, this lens is radical. These aren’t essays that just bend
genre, they shape it. The fiercely animal spirit of "The Soul of an Octopus" converges with the
deeply personal of "The Empathy Exams" and the raw intersectional awakening of "Long Live the
Tribe of the Fatherless Girls" in this far-reaching, prismatic collection that promises to shatter any
preconceptions you had about the sea and what it means to survive.

Rights Sold
North America | Little Brown 2021
UK | Chatto & Windus

About the Author
A

staff

writer

at

Atlas

Obscura,

Sabrina

Imbler

is

a

mixed

Chinese-American queer essayist and a scientific journalist. In
April 2020, her first chapbook, Dyke (geology) will be published
through Black Lawrence Press. Praised by The New York Times
best-selling authors Kristen Arnett and Alexander Chee, Dyke
(geology) was awarded the editor’s choice for the Fall 2018 Black
River

Chapbook

Competition.

A

2019

Margins

Fellow

at

the

Asian American Writers Workshop, Imbler received the 2018 Yi
Dae Up Fellowship in Nonfiction for the Jack Jones Literary Arts
Retreat and the inaugural Jane Hoppen residency at Paragraph. Her
essays

and

including

reporting

Catapult,

have

Gay

appeared

Magazine,

in

various

Medium,

publications,

Grist,

Audubon,

Nautilus, Scientific American, and The Week among others.
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Sangamithra Iyer
Governing Bodies (Spring 2022)
Governing Bodies is a lyrical reckoning of the ways bodies—human, animal, and water—are
controlled and liberated, intertwining the story of her paternal grandfather, who quit his job as an
engineer in colonial Burma to join the Freedom Movement in India, with her own journey as an
engineer and activist.

Rights Sold
North America | Milkweed 2022

About the Author
Sangamithra Iyer is a writer and engineer who holds a
B.E. in Civil Engineering from the Cooper Union, an
M.S. in Geotechnical Engineering from UC Berkeley
and an MFA in Creative Writing from Hunter College.
Sangu was an Emerging Writer Fellow at Aspen
Summer Words, a finalist for the Siskiyou Prize for
New Environmental Literature, and was nominated for
a Pushcart Prize. Her work has been published by The
Kenyon Review, Newtown Literary, n+1, Creative
Nonfiction, Hen Press and Hippocampus Magazine.
Her writing on animals has also been anthologized in
several collections including Sister Species (University
of Illinois Press), Primate People (University of Utah
Press) and Writing for Animals (Ashland Creek Press).
She served as an editor at Satya Magazine and an
associate for the public policy action tank Brighter
Green. She lives in Queens, NY and works on
protecting New York City’s Water Supply. She has
received support from the Jerome Foundation and the
Camargo Foundation.
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Ibram X. Kendi
Stamped From the Beginning: A Graphic History
of Racist Ideas in America (Spring 2022)
Stamped From the Beginning: A Graphic History of Racist Ideas in America is a graphic novel
adaptation by acclaimed comics artist Joel Christian Gill of Ibram X. Kendi’s National Book
Award-winning Stamped From the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America
(Nation Books, 2016) which turned "our ideas of the term ‘racism’ upside-down." (NBA judges
citation). The graphic novel aims to draw in the casual and curious reader and will synthesize all the
most salient ideas in the original book in 250 black-and-white pages of pointed words and
compelling pictures, which both bring to life the characters around whom the book is built, but also
drill down to Stamped’s most important revelations of a history that has shaped both Europe and
America, and influenced the world.

Rights Sold
North American| Ten Speed Press/RH 2022
C.H. Beck | Germany

Stamped From the Beginning (Apr. 2016)
National Book Award for Nonfiction Winner
New York Times Bestseller
Washington Post Bestseller
National Book Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction Finalist
Hurston Wright Award Finalist

“An engrossing and relentless intellectual history of prejudice
in America.... The greatest service Kendi [provides] is the
ruthless prosecution of American ideas about race for their
tensions, contradiction and unintended consequences.” —The
Washington Post

Some Americans insist that we're living in a post-racial society. But racist thought is not just alive and well
in America--it is more sophisticated and more insidious than ever. And as award-winning historian Ibram
X. Kendi argues, racist ideas have a long and lingering history, one in which nearly every great American
thinker is complicit. In this deeply researched and fast-moving narrative, Kendi chronicles the entire story
of anti-black racist ideas and their staggering power over the course of American history. He uses the life
stories of five major American intellectuals to drive this history: Puritan minister Cotton Mather, Thomas
Jefferson, abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison, W.E.B. Du Bois, and legendary activist Angela Davis.

As Kendi shows, racist ideas did not arise from ignorance or hatred. They were created to justify and
rationalize deeply entrenched discriminatory policies and the nation's racial inequities. In shedding light on
this history, Stamped From the Beginning offers us the tools we need to expose racist thinking. In the
process, he gives us reason to hope.
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Rights Sold
North America and Open Market | Nation Books 2016
YA Adaptation | Little Brown Books For Young Readers
C.H. Beck | Germany • Marco Polo Press | Complex Chinese • Social Sciences Academic Press |
Simplified Chinese • The Bodley Head | UK • Debate | Spain • Kobunsha | Japan • Leduc |
France
Audio | Novel Audio

About the Author
Ibram X. Kendi is a Professor of History and International
Relations and the Founding Director of the Antiracist Research
and Policy Center at American University. At 34 years old, Kendi
was the youngest ever winner of the NBA for Nonfiction. He has
received research fellowships, grants, and visiting appointments
from a variety of universities, foundations, professional
associations, and libraries, including the American Historical
Association and Library of Congress among others. His writings
appeared in The Atlantic, Diverse: Issues in Higher Education, The
Root, The New York Times, Time, The Washington Post, and
elsewhere.
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Alex Lickerman & Ash ElDifrawi
The Ten Worlds (Oct. 2018)
Happiness is something we all want yet most of us fail to
achieve.

Drs. Alex Lickerman and Ash ElDiFrawi explain that the
reason genuine, long-lasting happiness is so difficult to attain
is that we're profoundly confused on how to go about it.
Borrowed from Nichiren Buddhism, the co-authors identify
ten life-conditions, or the Ten Worlds, and help elucidate a
path by which anyone can forge a state of happiness that
resists the downward pull of adversity. The Ten Worlds are: 1)
Hell, 2) Hunger, 3) Animality, 4) Anger, 5) Tranquility, 6)
Rapture, 7) Learning, 8) Realization, 9) Compassion & 10)
Enlightenment.

Rights Sold
North America | HCI 2018

About the Authors
Alex Lickerman is a physician, former assistant professor of medicine, former
director of primary care, and former assistant vice president for Student Health
and Counseling Services at the University of Chicago. He leads a direct
primary care practice in Chicago called imagineMD. Alex has extensive
speaking experience and has been quoted in Crain’s Chicago Business, The
Chicago Tribune, Men’s Health, The New York Times and TIME, and has had
articles appear in Psychology Today, Slate, The HuffingtonPost, Counselor
Magazine, and Medicine on the Midway. He’s also been a guest on NPR’s On
Point.

Ash ElDifrawi, Psy.D., is currently the Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) at
Gogo, the world’s leading provider of airplane in-flight connectivity and
wireless entertainment. He received his bachelor’s degree in biology and
master’s degree in social science from the University of Chicago. He earned
his doctorate in clinical psychology from the Chicago School of Psychology,
completed his internship at the Family Institute at Northwestern University,
and then went on to be the inaugural fellow at the renowned Center for Family
Health at the University of Chicago. Dr. ElDifrawi is a licensed clinical
psychologist in Illinois.
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Melody Moezzi
The Rumi Prescription (Mar. 2020)
“A heartening narrative of family, transformation, and
courage…the book could shatter a variety of prejudices
and stereotypes.”—Kirkus Reviews

“The

Rumi

Prescription

is

a

testament

to

the

healing

power of art and its ability to bring peace to our battered
souls. Sometimes the cure we need is not a pill, but a
poem.”—Firoozeh Dumas, New York Times bestselling
author of Funny in Farsi

The Rumi Prescription is a spiritual memoir and delightfully eccentric self-help manual chronicling
Melody Moezzi’s efforts to learn Rumi’s poetry from her father and the lessons she learns along the
way. Shortly after the publication of Haldol and Hyacinths, Melody’s memoir about living with
bipolar disorder, she fell victim to a more common ailment: wanting more and appreciating less. She
found herself paralyzed by self-doubt and writer’s block and despite great reviews and speaking
requests, grappled with depression, unable to jumpstart her creativity. Desperate, she decided to go
home to her parents, the bearers of her Persian past. So begins the pilgrimage at the center of The
Rumi Prescription. What began as Melody’s journey to learn Rumi’s poetry from her father with the
hope of reviving her creative spirit has since turned into a lifelong spiritual pursuit that has revived
her whole heart. Every chapter of The Rumi Prescription is brimming with life lessons that are both
personal and universal. In the tradition of The Tao of Pooh or How Proust Can Change Your Life, The
Rumi Prescription offers timeless spiritual teachings in an accessible way.

Rights Sold
North America | TarcherPerigee 2020
Nemesis | Turkey

About the Author
Melody Moezzi was born in Chicago in 1979. She is a writer, speaker,
activist, columnist, author and attorney. She is the author of War on
Error: Real Stories of American Muslims, which earned her a Georgia
Author of the Year Award and a Gustavus Myers Center for Bigotry and
Human Rights Honorable Mention. Moezzi is a commentator for NPR's
All Things Considered and a regular blogger for The Huffington Post, Ms.
Magazine and bp (Bipolar) Magazine. She is the executive director of the
interfaith

organization

100

People

of

Faith.

She

has

made

many

appearances as a commentator on CNN and CNN International. She has
also appeared on BBC, Air America, the Laura Ingraham Show and many
others.
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Lesley Newson & Pete Richerson
The Story of Us (Spring 2022)
Our journey began seven million years ago in the African savannah. But two millions years ago,
climate change made the environment less hospitable to our primate ancestors. Behavioral choices
were made that resulted in the diverse, innovative, and complex societies we humans have created.

The Story of Us, draws on the latest findings in genomics, the fossil record, anthropology, and
history to present a refreshingly new narrative about the greatest mystery of all: how we became
human. Pete Richerson and Lesley Newson argue that culture was the secret weapon of homo
sapiens's survival. Both parents contributed nutrition to their offspring, unlike in other primate
species where the mother raises the baby alone. This allowed bigger brains to form. But critical
also was a shared network that transmitted specialized information. Those who were better at using
and passing on cultural information were able to make their habitats more livable, find better food
sources. Over the generations culture became a more and more important part of human biology.
Today, as our culture grows more global and intellectual, it is propelling us towards another
evolutionary crossroads.

Rights Sold
World English | Oxford University Press 2022
Citi Publishing Group | China

About the Authors
Lesley Newson is an evolutionary biologist who was a science
journalist
articles

in

in

her

previous

peer-reviewed

Development

Review;

life.

She

journals

Evolution

has
such

and

published
as

scholarly

Population

Human

Behavior

and
and

many others. She gives annual talks at professional conferences
such as Human Behavior and Evolution Society conference,
British Association for the Advancement of Science, which have
an average attendance of between 5,000 and 10,000 members.

Peter Richerson is professor emeritus of environmental science
at UC Davis and the author of the classic Not by Genes Alone.
He is the winner of several prizes including the J.I. Staley Prize
of The School of American Research (with R. Boyd). He has
been a Guggenheim fellow and has been elected to the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the California
Academy of Sciences. He serves in advisory roles of various
academic

journals.

A

member

of

the

National

Academy

of

Sciences, he is currently president of the Cultural Evolution
Society.
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Naomi Oreskes & Erik Conway
The Magic of the Marketplace (Fall 2022)
Historians Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway chronicle how Americans came to have an irrational
faith in the free market. The book will delve into why the notion that markets are magic continues to
have such a grip, even in the face of the growing opioid epidemic, widespread obesity, homelessness
and climate change, which Nicholas Stern, former chief economist of the World Bank, has called the
“largest and widest ranging market failure ever seen.” It will explain why Americans don’t want to
accept the need for government intervention, and cling to the unreasonable belief in the power of the
marketplace to rectify itself. It traces how in the 20th century a group of thinkers and heads of
industry promoted the idea that markets are “magic,” and that free enterprise capitalism was “the
American way.” Oreskes and Conway trace the story of how and why they championed that idea
and made it stick.

Rights Sold
World English | Bloomsbury 2022
Beijing Huazhang Graphic & Information | China

The Collapse of Western Civilazation (Jul. 2014)
“This science-historical fantasy is thought-provoking, but is it
prescient?” —Scientific American

“Though short, Collapse provides a detailed examination of
how we've failed our environment

―

and a call to action to

save what's left.” —Discover

In this haunting, provocative work of science-based fiction, Naomi Oreskes and Eric M. Conway
imagine a world devastated by climate change. Dramatizing the science in ways traditional nonfiction
cannot, the book reasserts the importance of scientists and the work they do and reveals the selfserving interests of the “carbon combustion complex” that have turned the practice of science into
political fodder. Based on sound scholarship and yet unafraid to speak boldly, this book provides a
welcome moment of clarity amid the cacophony of climate change literature.

Rights Sold
World English | Columbia University Press 2014
Planeta | Argentina • Les Liens Qui Liberent | France • Okto Publishing | Greece • Piano B Edizioni |
Italy • Diamond Inc. | Japan • Galapagos | Korea • Yeni Insani | Turkey • Oekom Verlag | Germany •
EcoTread | Complex Chinese • Prah | Czech Republic • Wydawnictwo Naukowe Pwn Sa of ul. |
Poland
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Merchants of Doubt (May 2010)
“Anyone

concerned

about

the

state

of

democracy

in

America should read this book.” —Al Gore, Former U.S.
Vice President

“Merchants of Doubt should finally put to rest the question
of whether the science of climate change is settled. It is, and
we ignore this message at our peril.” —Elizabeth Kolbert,
Pulitzer-Prize

winning

author

of

THE

SIXTH

EXTICTION

Merchants of Doubt was one of the most talked-about climate change books of recent years, for
reasons easy to understand: It tells the controversial story of how a loose-knit group of high-level
scientists and scientific advisers, with deep connections in politics and industry, ran effective
campaigns to mislead the public and deny well-established scientific knowledge over four decades.
The same individuals who claim the science of global warming is "not settled" have also denied the
truth about studies linking smoking to lung cancer, coal smoke to acid rain, and CFCs to the ozone
hole. "Doubt is our product," wrote one tobacco executive. These "experts" supplied it.

Rights Sold
World | Bloomsbury 2010
Rive Gauche | Complex Chinese • The Soup | South Korea • Rakkousha | Japan • Le Pommier |
France • Huaxia | Simplified Chinese • John Wiley | Germany • Capitan Swing | Spain• Edizioni
Ambiente | Italy
Film/TV | Option; Participant Media

About the Authors
Naomi Oreskes is professor of the history of science and
affiliated professor of Earth and planetary sciences at Harvard
University. Her 2004 essay “The Scientific Consensus on
Climate Change,” cited by Al Gore in An Inconvenient Truth
(2006), led to op-ed pieces in the Washington Post, Los
Angeles

Times,

and

San

Francisco

Chronicle,

and

to

Congressional testimony in the U.S. Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works.

Erik

Conway

is

the

resident

historian

at

NASA’s

Jet

Propulsion Laboratory at Pasadena’s California Institute of
Technology.
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Bonnie Schneider
Taking the Heat (Spring 2022)
No one will be surprised to hear that there is a worryingly wide range of problems associated with
climate change. The Covid-19 pandemic falls into the tsunami of health consequences that the
warming world is bringing: researchers are finding that milder winters trigger severe flu breakouts
immediately after.

The public is anxious to know the health risks of these illnesses.

Taking the Heat:

How Climate Change is Affecting Our Mind, Body and Spirit, and Ways to

Safeguard Personal Health by MSNBC meteorologist Bonnie Schneider reveals the ways our
health is being compromised and offers advice on how to protect it. Taking the Heat would be the
first trade book to show how climate change is already worsening our personal health, as well as
offering proactive hacks. Schneider has spent three years researching the environmental stressors
and has canvassed dozens of medical professionals to get their advice on how to confront the new
health challenges-- estimated to already cost the public $10 billion a year -- including how the
changing climate around us may influence the transmission of the coronavirus.

Rights Sold
North America & Audio | Tiller/Simon & Schuster 2022

About the Author
Bonnie Schneider launched the Weather & Wellness video
series on Newsday, the 9th largest newspaper in the country.
She is a Peabody award-winning journalist and a current
MSNBC meteorologist. As a featured speaker at the Manova
Summit alongside Jane Fonda and NYT’s Jane Brody, she
addressed thousands of medical professionals about the impact
of climate change on our health. As a meteorologist, she has
appeared on shows like “Morning Joe”, “Early Today”,
“Sunday Morning with Willie Geist” and “Weekends with Alex
Witt”. With a total of over 280k followers on her social
platforms - Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, including nearly
20k connections on LinkedIn, Schneider has a ready following.
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Acharya Shunya

Sovereign Self (Dec. 2020)
Sovereign Self elucidates the teachings on connecting with
inner joy, that is of an abiding nature, from a deep-rooted and
greatly respected tradition, perhaps the oldest in the world,
emerging from ancient India. Vedic wisdom reveals that a
healthy

mind

deliberative,

is

a

sovereign

spontaneous

mind

and

–

a

detached

unscripted,

and

naturally

empowered state of mind. This book guides readers to their
own

Sovereign

Self,

known

as

Atman

in

Sanskrit,

“The

Boundless One”.

Rights Sold
World English & Audio | Sounds True 2020

Ayurveda Lifestyle Wisdom (Feb. 2017)
Amazon #1 Bestseller

“Shunya writes with passion and expertise; newcomers
to Ayurveda will receive a comprehensive education,
and long-standing practitioners can also delve more
deeply into this wellspring of knowledge.” —
Publishers Weekly

Ayurveda Lifestyle Wisdom is a groundbreaking work within the field of holistic health and yoga,
written by internationally renowned Ayurvedic healer and scholar Acharya Shunya. Raised in a
distinguished lineage of Vedic healers, Shunya learned the art of Ayurveda. Here, she presents an
engaging narrative of her education and a complete encyclopedia of Ayurvedic practices, recipes,
and knowledge.

Rights Sold
North American & Audio | Sounds True 2017
UAB Ramduva | Lithuania • Maitrea | Czech Republic • AST Publishers | Russia • Pilgrim Group
OU | Estonia • Samsara | Netherlands
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About the Author
Acharya

Shunya

is

an

internationally

recognized

spiritual

teacher, ordained lineage holder, and authoritative scholar of
the Vedic Sciences of Ayurveda, Yoga, and Vedanta. She is
Founder and Spiritual Preceptor of Vedika Global Wisdom
School and Spiritual Community in California and President of
California Association of Ayurvedic Medicine. She is also the
No.

1

Amazon

best-selling

author

of

her

book,

Ayurveda

Lifestyle Wisdom.
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Danyel Smith
Shine Bright (Spring 2021)
Stacked with original interviews, photos and found imagery, and in-depth reporting, Shine Bright
is the interconnected story of Aretha Franklin, Marian Anderson, Ella Fitzgerald, Gladys Knight,
Mahalia Jackson, Tina Turner, Diana Ross & the Supremes, Natalie Cole, Marilyn McCoo, TLC,
The Dixie Cups, Anita Baker, Salt-N-Pepa, Sade, Lauryn Hill, Destiny’s Child, as well as the
transcendent triumvirate that is Janet Jackson, Mariah Carey and Whitney Houston. And more.

These are the women who set the stage for white female pop stars from Janis Joplin to Carly Simon
to Madonna to Adele. The women of Shine Bright are not only the foundation of American pop,
they remain the model. And they have been appropriated from and mimicked with great success
since the explosion of recorded music in the 1940s. With all this vibrant history and reporting, plus
Danyel’s piercing insights and lyrical prose, Shine Bright promises to be an essential contribution
to the literature of music history.

Written by Danyel Smith, one of the foremost culture writers in the country, Shine Bright is a
deeply-reported book in the tradition of Sheila Weller’s Girls Like Us, Paula J. Giddings’ When
and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America,

and

Peter

Guralnick’s Last Train to Memphis and Careless Love.

Rights Sold
North America | One World/Random House 2021

About the Author
Danyel

Smith

is

a

New

York

City-based

media

creative,

television producer, and author. She is currently culture lead—
senior producer and editor— at ESPN’s The Undefeated. Prior
to ESPN, Danyel was a John S. Knight Journalism Fellow at
Stanford,

where

she

cofounded

HRDCVR,

an

innovative

hardcover culture magazine. In addition to writing for Elle,
ESPN The Magazine, NPR, the New Yorker, Condé Nast Media
Group,

The

New

York

Times,

and

many

other

media

organizations, Danyel has served as editor of Billboard, editorat-large at Time, and as editor-in-chief of VIBE. She is the
author of two novels, More Like Wrestling and Bliss.
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Kathrine Switzer
Marathon Woman (Mar. 2017)
In

1967,

Kathrine

officially

run

what

Switzer
was

was

then

the
the

first

woman

all-male

to

Boston

Marathon, infuriating one of the event's directors who
attempted to violently eject her. In one of the most iconic
sports moments, Switzer escaped and finished the race.
She made history-and is poised to do it again on the
fiftieth anniversary of that initial race, when she ran the
2017 Boston Marathon at age 70. Now a spokesperson
for Reebok, Switzer is also the founder of 261 Fearless, a
foundation dedicated to creating opportunities for women
on all fronts, as this groundbreaking sports hero has done
throughout her life.

Rights Sold
US | Da Capo Press 2017
Fujian Lujiang Press Co. Ltd | China • Frank Wechsel | Germany • Libros de Ruta | Spain
Film/TV | Option; Chastain Film Capital

About the Author
Kathrine Switzer is the author of Running and Walking for
Women Over 40 and coauthor of 26.2 Marathon Stories.
She is the founder of 261 Fearless, an official Boston
Marathon
Award

sponsor.

for

She

organizing

received
a

the

women’s

Spirit

marathon

of

London

for

Avon

before the first London marathon. A children’s book called
Her Fearless Run will be published by Page Street Books
in 2019, illustrating the story of her historic race. An
Emmy-winning television commentator who has covered
the Olympics and countless marathons, she lives and runs
in New York and New Zealand.
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Opal Tometi
When the Water Is Safer Than the Land (Fall 2021)

Opal Tometi’s journey to becoming an activist is unique: the daughter of Nigerian immigrants
raised in the Arizona desert, as an eighth grader Opal lived through her parents’ deportation trial, a
deeply traumatic experience that informs the way she thinks about the ongoing violence against
Black people and the nature of activism. Her work as the head of the Black Alliance for Just
Immigration (BAJI) for the last seven years allows her to connect the struggles of AfricanAmericans in America to those of Black people and immigrants around the world. In this book,
Opal will write about the plight of immigrants and the issue of immigration from a perspective
only she can.

Rights Sold
World English | Amistad/HarperCollins 2021

About the Author
Opal Tometi is a co-founder of Black Lives Matter and
the Executive Director of the Black Alliance for Just
Immigration (BAJI). Opal Tometi has appeared on CNN,
NPR,

MSNBC,

and

BET,

and

her

words

have

been

published in Cosmopolitan, Huffington Post, and Time
Magazine. Her human rights work has led to her being
named “A New Civil Rights Leader” by CNN, the Los
Angeles Times and Essence. In 2016, Tometi, alongside
her

fellow

BLM

co-founders,

received

an

honorary

doctorate, the Glamour Magazine Women of the Year
Award, and BET’s Black Girls Rock Community Change
Agent Award among other awards.
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Pamela Weiss

A Bigger Sky (Jun. 2020)
Like all true spiritual teachings, Buddhism offers a radical
shift: from me to we, fracture to unity, and fear to love. But
like

most

institutionalized

religions,

Buddhism

developed

under systems of hierarchy, patriarchy, and power that have
become interwoven into its structure. Written by the first
layperson to receive full Dharma Transmission in the Suzuki
Roshi Soto Zen lineage, A Bigger Sky explores what it means
to fill the gaps of a Buddhism created by and for men, to
navigate the seemingly contradictory domains of secular and
spiritual life, and to walk a path through the heart of the
world. Reorienting Buddhist practice through a wider, more
inclusive feminine lens, Pamela Weiss's personal and spiritual
journey speaks to the bits of brokenness in us all, shining a
light on the different pathways we can walk to become whole.
Weiss shares what it means to be an ordinary Bodhisattva-describing how the Buddha's profound vision of freedom can
be lived outside of institutions and rule-bound practice, and
supporting us in deepening our connection--with ourselves,
each other and the planet.

Rights Sold
World English | Atlantic Books 2020

About the Author
Pamela Weiss is the first and only lay Buddhist
practitioner in the Suzuki Roshi Soto Zen lineage to
receive full authorization as a lineage holder, and one
of a small number of Buddhist teachers trained in two
traditions. She is also an entrepreneur, CEO, and
executive coach, and a pioneer in bringing Buddhist
principles and practices into the workplace.
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Lina Zeldovich

Black Gold (Fall 2021)

Poop is as natural as breathing, and recently we've stopped holding back when it comes to the
subject of elimination: cute emojis, fashionable winter hats and Amazon best-selling fluffy pillows,
all in the shape of poo.

But poop is not just a charmer -- it's a weighty substance. It can be a lethal killer by causing
epidemics like cholera or it can be a medical therapy, helping cure Crohn's disease. It also makes
clean fuel, with the potential to bring gas and electricity to low-resource places like Africa, India or
China, or wean affluent countries off fossil fuel. Black Gold, by award-winning science writer and
former

Nautilus

editor,

Lina

Zeldovich,

is

a

vastly

entertaining

and

wondrously

informative

narrative about how poo is changing the world.

Unlike other books that simply diagnose ills, Lina Zeldovich offers solutions-oriented journalism for
which The New York Times has commended her. An ace reporter and a natural storyteller, Lina
Zeldovich delves into the science and the human drama of a rapidly changing feature of our culture
and economy.

We think we know it intimately but there is so much more to learn about the other dark matter.

Rights Sold
World English | University of Chicago Press 2021
The Commercial Press | China

About the Author
Lina Zeldovich is an award winning popular science writer.
Former editor at the ASME award-winning Nautilus Magazine,
she has written dozens of stories for major publications in the
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, including
Newsweek, The Atlantic, Smithsonian, Audubon Magazine,
Sierra Club, Hakai Magazine, Popular Mechanics, Mosaic
Science, Nautilus, Nature, Scientific American and Psychology
Today. Her stories about the surprising power of human waste
won several major journalistic awards, were prized as a new
trend of solution-oriented journalism, and covered topics
ranging from the miracles of self-administered fecal transplants
to the lavatorial revolution in Madagascar.
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Graphic Novels

68

Rhea Ewing

Fine (Fall 2021)

Fine is an oral history in comics that explores the lived experience of gender in America today,
woven together with Rhea Ewing’s own story of eventually coming out as non-binary.

There are over 1.4 million Americans who openly identify as trans, and that’s not counting the many
who are in the closet or still questioning. Rhea Ewing grew up in a small town in rural America, and
they wanted to create this book for the many young people living in isolated pockets of society who
feel confused about their gender identity.

Fine will serve as a guide for anyone hoping to better understand why we are where we are, or the
experiences of those friends and loved ones and neighbors who don’t easily fit into our, until now,
binary understanding of gender.

Rights Sold
World English | Norton 2021

About the Author
Rhea Ewing is a young, non-binary comics creator, a
graduate of UW Madison’s fine art program, who spent
six years interviewing dozens of transgender and
cisgender folks—cutting across race and class—to learn
about their experiences of gender and gender
nonconformity. Rhea wanted to understand the lives and
experiences of America’s most marginalized while also
on a journey to understand their own identity.
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Rebecca Hall & Hugo Martinez

Wake (Fall 2021)

Wake brings to light for the first time the existence of enslaved black women warriors, whose stories
can be traced by carefully scrutinizing historical records; and where the historical record goes silent,
Wake reconstructs the likely past of two female rebels, Adono and Alele, on the slave ship The
Unity.

Wake is a memoir that gives us invaluable insight into the struggle to survive whole as a black
woman in today’s America; it is a historiography that illuminates both the challenges and the
necessity of uncovering the true stories of slavery; and it is an overdue reckoning with slavery in New
York City where two of these armed revolts took place. It is, also, a transformative and transporting
work of imaginative fiction, bringing to three-dimensional life Adono and Alele and their pasts as
Ahosi women warriors of Dahomey. In so doing, Wake illustrates the humanity of the enslaved, the
reality of their lived experiences, and the complexity of the history that has been, till now, so
thoroughly erased.

Rights Sold
North America | 37ink / Simon & Schuster 2021

About the Authors
Rebecca Hall is a scholar, activist and educator. She has
published numerous articles and book chapters, including
the American Historical Association award-winning
article on women and slave revolts, titled "Not Killing
Me Softly: African American Women, Slave Revolts,
and Historical Constructions of Racialized Gender". She
is the granddaughter of slaves.

Hugo Martínez is an independent comic artist depicting
narratives of struggle and resilience in the lives of people
of color. He is based in New Orleans.
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Deena Mohamed
Shubeik Lubeik (Spring 2021)
Shubeik Lubeik is set in a fantastical Cairo where wishes are literally for sale; the catch is that the
more expensive the wish, the more powerful--and therefore the more likely to work as intended.
Shubeik Lubeik’s three distinct parts tell the story of Azia, Nour and Shokry, who each grapple with
the challenge inherent in trying to make your most deeply held desire come true.

Working-class Aziza learned early that life would be hard; but when she loses her beloved husband
and manages to procure a first-class wish after years of labor, she finds herself fighting the powers
that be for the most basic of human rights: the right to have, and make, a wish; Nour is a privileged
college student who secretly struggles with depression; when a wish comes their way, non-binary
Nour--whose pregnant mother may have inadvertently blurred Nour’s gender in her eagerness to
determine it--must decide whether or not to try to “fix” their depression; and finally Shokry, kiosk
owner and purveyor of the wishes, must grapple with his religious convictions and whether or not to
use his last wish to save his friend, the beloved neighborhood matriarch dying of lung cancer.

Rights Sold
North America | Pantheon 2021
UK | Granta

About the Author
Deena Mohamed is an Egyptian designer and illustrator.
She first began making comics at eighteen when she created
the viral webcomic strip Qahera. The comic addressed
social issues and starred a visibly Muslim Egyptian superheroine. It was featured in multiple local and international
outlets such as the BBC, Foreign Policy, The Times, Al
Arabiya and others. It has currently surpassed half a million
hits and has over fifteen thousand fans on social media. In
2017 Deena was named by the Washington Post as one of
“five women changing the world for the better” on the
occasion of International Women’s Day.
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Carl Sciacchitano

R.E.M.F. (Fall 2021)

A graphic memoir debut, R.E.M.F. is a loving son’s exploration of his relationship with his father,
told through the lens of his father’s experiences in Vietnam and their long-lasting after-effects.
Carl’s father, David Sciacchitano, decided to enlist in the Air Force and volunteered to be sent to
Vietnam. As an aircraft mechanic he was considered a R.E.M.F. (Rear-Echelon Mother-Fucker, a
pejorative term in the military for anyone not on the front lines), but he nevertheless experienced the
war up close. After the war ended, he stayed and worked in Southeast Asia, on a constant quest for
the adrenaline high of war. He eventually returned home. Thanks to his experiences in the war and
his knowledge of the region and language, he was posted to the one place he had hoped to escape:
Vietnam. And so he bore witness to the bitter last days of the war, and to the evacuation in 1975,
when the South fell to the North. Set against one of the most tumultuous events of the 20th century,
R.E.M.F. will speak to any child whose parent has participated in a war and come home somehow
changed--and to any child who has sought to understand a parent, and that parent’s past, in an effort
to strengthen their relationship.

Rights Sold
World English | Gallery 2021

About the Author
Carl Sciacchitano graduated from Dartmouth in 2009. He
is the illustrator of the graphic novel, The Army of Doctor
Moreau, written by David Walker and published by
IDW/Monkeybrain in 2015. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
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About Us
If you have any questions about our authors, titles, or organization,
please reach us at:

Ayesha Pande has worked in the publishing industry for over twenty
years. She is a member of AAR, PEN, the Asian American Writer’s
Workshop and the Women’s Media Group. Among her many wonderful
clients are National Book Award Winner Ibram X. Kendi, PEN/Bingham
Prize winner Danielle Evans, PEN/Bellwether Prize winner Lisa Ko, and
NYT Bestseller Shilpi Somaya Gowda. Her interests are wide-ranging
and

include

literary,

popular,

young

adult,

African

American

and

international fiction and non-fiction.

Anjali Singh started her career in publishing in 1996 as a literary scout.
She

has

worked

as

an

editor

at

Vintage

Books,

Houghton

Mifflin

Harcourt, Simon & Schuster and as Editorial Director at Other Press.
Among

the

literary

novelists

whose

careers

she

helped

launch

are

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Marjane Satrapi, and Preeta Samarasan. As
a literary agent, she is looking for new voices, character-driven fiction,
non-fiction, memoirs, YA literature and graphic novels.

Stephany Evans has represented nonfiction writers in the areas of health
and wellness, spirituality, lifestyle, sustainability, fitness, and memoir.
She also represents a range of women’s fiction from literary to upmarket
commercial.

Stephany

is

a

member

of

the

Association

of

Authors’

Representatives (AAR), the RWA, the MWA and the Agents Round
Table (ART).

Serene Hakim holds an M.A. in French to English translation from
NYU and a B.A. in French and Women’s Studies from the University of
Kansas. Serene loves to read various genres but is particularly drawn to
adult and young adult fiction with strong female voices, and non-fiction
with international themes and anything that gives voice to those whose
voices are underrepresented.
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Madison Smartt Bell is a prolific author whose resume includes
Anything Goes

and

All

Souls

Rising

(National

Book

Award

and

PEN/Faulkner finalist). A graduate of Princeton University and the
Hollins College graduate creative writing program, he has taught in
many writing programs, including the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. He is
interested

in

literary,

noir,

international

fiction,

and

criminal

procedurals.

Luba Ostashevsky has worked in the editorial departments of Alfred
A.

Knopf,

Grove/Atlantic,

Palgrave

Macmillan

and

Nautilus

magazine. She has written for several publications, including Mental
Floss and Popular Science. As an agent, she is interested in non-fiction
popular science projects, written by research scientists, medical and
mental health professionals, or journalists.

Annie Hwang began her career at Folio Literary Management where
she had the pleasure of working with debut and seasoned authors
alike. She represents voice-driven literary fiction and mission-driven
narrative nonfiction that explores and grapples with the complex,
fundamental
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underrepresented
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world.
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storytelling that stretches its genre to new heights.

Kayla Lightner began her career at Liza Dawson Associates before
joining Ayesha Pande Literary. A Georgia native, she earned her B.A.
in English from Vassar College. An adventurous reader, Kayla loves
stories—across commercial fiction, literary fiction, and nonfiction—
that masterfully straddle the line between story-telling and teaching
her

something

new.

She’s

particularly

enamored

with

speculative

fiction that centers black voices, humorous essay collections, and
compelling family sagas.
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Selena Beaumont graduated with a degree in English Literature from
Queens College. She spent several years at esteemed publishing
establishments, such as Writers House, William Morris Endeavor, and
the Charlotte Sheedy Literary Agency. As a publishing professional, she
feels it is her obligation to make sure that the industry and the stories
produced reflect the demographics of society at large—that the voices of
the most marginalized are acknowledged and uplifted. She appreciates
writing that is self-aware and introspective with a healthy dose of dry
humor. Soft spots include sweeping family sagas and the horror from
within the house.
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Co-Agents
CHINA
Andrew Nurnberg Associates International
Beijing Representative Office
Room 1705, Culture Square, No.59 Jia, Zhongguancun Street
Haidian District,Beijing 100872, P.R.China
Contact | Jackie Huang

EASTERN EUROPE & RUSSIA
AJA (Anna Jarota Agency)
ul. Wilcza 42/11
00-679 Warsaw, Poland
Contact |Dominika Bojanowska

FRANCE
AJA (Anna Jarota Agency)
77 Boulevard Saint-Michel
Paris 75005, France
Contact |Anna Jarota

GERMANY
Liepman AG
Asylstrasse 928032 Zurich, Switzerland
Contact |Marc Koralnik

GREECE
Ersilia LiteraryAgency
Athens, Greece
Contact | Evangelia Avloniti

ISRAEL
The Deborah Harris Agency
P.O. Box 8528
Jerusalem 91083, Israel
Contact |Geula Gerts

ITALY
The Italian Literary Agency
Via E. de Amicis, 5320123
Milano, Italy
Contact |Beatrice Beraldo
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JAPAN
The English Agency Ltd.
Sakuragi Bldg. 4F
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama Minato-ku
Tokyo Minato-ku 107-0062, Japan
Contact |Hamish Macaskill

KOREA
Duran Kim Agency
#203 Century II
56 Banpodaero 18-gil
Seocho-gu, Seoul 06651, Korea
Contact |Duran Kim

NETHERLANDS
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency
Rokin 44 III
1012 KV Amsterdam, Netherlands
Contact |Marianne Schönbach

SCANDINAVIA
Alexander Schwarz Literary Agency
Jekschotseweg 6
5491 RB Sint-Oedenrode, Netherlands
Contact |Alexander Schwarz

SPAIN, PORTUGAL & SOUTH AMERICA
MB Agencia Literaria
Casp 78, 3°-3a
08010 Barcelona, Spain
Contact |Mónica Martín

TAIWAN
Andrew Nurnberg Associates International
9F-2, No.164, Sec. 4
Nan-King East Road
Taipei 10553, Taiwan
Contact |Whitney Hsu
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TURKEY
Anatolialit Agency
Caferaga Mah. Gunesli Bahce Sok. No:48 Or.Ko Apt. B Blok D:4 34710 KadikoyIstanbul, Turkey
Contact |Amy Spangler

UNITED KINGDOM
PEW Literary
46 Lexington Street
London W1f 0LP, UK
Contact |Margaret Halton
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